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ABSTRACT

Primary factors which infiuenced interactions between Native people
and government officiais began with the emergence of British mercantilism,

capitalism, and coionialism, A conjunction of these economic and political

variables w i t h beliefs about racial superiority, a perceived mission to convert
al1 non-liinstians to Cbristi=tnity, and conclusions based on studies by social

Darwinians and eugeniasts resuited in behavioral modes characterized by
paternalism toward, fear of, or ha&&

agaînst the Native people. These

negative behaviors became reinforced by Native people's responses, that is,
secondw factors, as they attempted to cope with the changing milieu,
Poliûes formuiated by government officials, reflecting the values of
the dominnnt culture of which they are the product, have largely failed to

protect the interests of Native people.

Exampies of thïs negligence on the part

of officials appeared in the events wbich surrounded the hydro-eiectric power
project of northern Manitoba.
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CEIAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Rationale

This paper WU argue that several variables which helped to shape the
way in which the British regarded Native people1 influenced the End of

relationships developed with Native people by government officiais in whose

poiiaes these factors w r e evident. The same variables and the governent

decisions upon which they had bearing afkted Native people in ways which
not only reinforced negative attitudes directeci toward them but also tended to
perpetuate the established relationship~.~
It is important that policy-makers
today be cogaUant of these determinants and th&

consequences on Native

people in order to avoid repeating, and instead, begin to correct, historicai

injustices. SimilarLy, Native people, who are interesteci in not simply
mitigatïng but ending these negative effects, need to deveiop a thorough

understanding of the interacting variables if they wish to negotiate
effectively settlement of treaty rights and land daims. Furthemore, proper
understanding is a pre-condidon for Native people and those who are non-

Native to live together and interact constnictively. productively, and with
mutual respect.

While there is no specific attempt in this paper to do so, it is possible to

regard the variables under discussion and their ef5ects as either prirnary or
secondary. 4cPrimarynmay be used to signify that the existence of a condition

was necessary before the second, or "secondary,"set of conditions coulcf
transpire. Tu iuusaate, factors such as raasm, wbich may be classifieci as
primary, gave rise to certain kiods of behaviors by the British and other

Europeans upon coming into contact with the Native people. These factors
inciuded ideas of racial superiority and seligious beliefs such as the need to

convert non-Christian people and that the Native peopIe m e irreligious and

amorai. In addicion, ethnoceptrhm played a krge part in Wnfordng the
attitudes which were constructeci as a consequerace of these conceptions about

Native people. Therefore, an anaiysis of the factors which presaibed
rehtionships between the tsvo diverse groups of people requires looking at the

-

beliefs, long held by the British and 0

t h Europeans

- but which have

proven, in more recent times, erroneous. ûther factors which may be
regmieci as primary include the historiai forces of colonialism and economic
expediency for enhancement of econornic expansion.

Another group of factors, which may be regardeci as secondary,
iadudes what Berry referred to as acculturative stress;' or known more

commonly as "culture shock," a phenornenon whicb o c m e d as the British

culture, and the activities arising nom that culhue, began to have an impact
on the traditional üves of the Native people For e~ample,when missionaries
made it a condition that Native people becorne converted to Christîanïty before
providing them with assistance during times of f-e,

the choice for the

Native people was to abandon th& traditionai religion or watch as th&

chikiren slowly starved, events which will be discussed m
e
r in section
three of chapter W. In addition to experiencing culture shock, Native people
were and have k e n subjected to "future shock," a closely reiated condition in

which coliectivities experience di~orientation.~
W h e n economic development

began in northem Manitoba, for instance, Native people had v q littie time

in whkh to adapt to the forces of modernization- As a resdt, there was

considerable social and psychoIqgical upbeaval, a subject a h covered in

greater detaii ïater in this paper-

To dif5erentiate between the

kiads of varkibks, therefore, is to say

dearïy to Native people that aIltlSiOns to th& innate infériority and
inadequacy have been based on a series of misiaformation, as will be discussed

in chapter three. This düferentiation challenges non-Natives to consider the
possibiïity of constructing a more valid and reiïable beiief system regarding
the Native people, Furthexmore, it is vital that a discussion of the factors

which inauenced the interaction between offiaais and Native peopIe provide

some indication of the fact that the Native people's perspectives and worldview
were markecüy dine~entfnrm those of the British because those facton which
may be regarded as primary af5ected Native people in ways wbich furthet
affecteci the relationship between the two groups. This is also given

cUcation

in chapter three.

A more contexnial examination makes it possible to be aware of a preand post-contact state of being among the Native people and to differeotiate
between the initial characteristics of the Native people and those whïch they

came to acquire as a result of how those primary factors affecteci them as a
people and therefore the nature of th&

interaction with the Euopeans. The

effect of danfying this distinction is to begin to correct persistent

misconceptions such as those whïch see Native people as naturaliy passive and
laddng ambition or as having an inherent p r d v i t y for alcohol abuse,

misconceptions wbich, for exampIe, were given a great deal of credence
during the eugenics movement. These types of charactefizations, about which

studies by suciai scïentists have produced valuable insights, are in fact a part

of the set of secondary factors which affécted and continue to affect the Native

people-government officiais interface.
Therefore, whiie providing an "expiiat ArneTiadian autohistoncal

perspectivensis not within the =ope of this study, the attempt is made to
the reader of not o d y the Native people's presence, perspectives, and

r-d

wrIdviews, but aiso of the hct tbat there are usually at lest 'two sides to
wery story, the truth Lying somewhere between the two." Records of Canada's

history, studied and presented fkom the bvopean perspective, have, some
would argue, to a large extent failed to give t h a c other viewpoint needed to

construct an expandeci and more b h c d account of the series of events
predpitated by the arrivai of the Europeans in North A.merica6 As well, if

readiag this paper proves to be a consciousness-raisiog exercise for the

Culture-bound, so much the better.
It is recognized that blaming is counterproductive and to be avoided

Howver, it is important to d y z e where responsibilities Iie for the Iess thaa
ideal reiationships which have persisted between govenimept offidals and
the Native people. Nor does this paper wish to argue the rights and wrongs of

racism, prejudice, and discriminatory behaviors, since it is self-evident that
these phenornena are harmfùï and detrimental to positive and healthy

relationships between groups, but rather to define and idenafy their presence
throughout the events and thought processes which came to affect the affairs

and M-being of the Native people, and therefore, how they interacteci with
non-Natives. Whüe this stuây does not tale a moral position, the implication is
that there is a need to recognize the linkages existing between the attitudes
and perceptions of British irnmigraats and those of th&

descendants and the

behaviors which Native people came to exemprifv, some of wbich were and are
identified as problematic from a particular perspective and wiihin a particular

context,

For the purpose of this paper, the terms "Europen and "Eruopean(s)" are
in reference to Britain and the British, people who came nom the continent of
Europe, as opposeci to those who did not come nom Europe, that is. the
indigenous people of North America AIthough there are bistorid
interco~ectionsamong the British and other natiomiities of Europe, via

commerce. -de,

Catholicisrn, Protestantism, and so OR, the focas is entirely on

the Brïtisb, rather than the Freach, because it was they who uitinratdy

estabfished their control over those territories which w d d later become

Canada and set up the nationai system of govenunent As well, descriptions by
authors who wrote about reastions of the Puritans toward the Native people

foi the purpose of this paper because Puritans, as immigrants nom

are us&

Britain, provide indication of behaviors and aaitudes with which the British
generally interacteci with Native people, Use of this type of research material

@plies the existence of a set of common characteristics sh=ired among aU

North American Native peoples vvhich stood them in relief against the
Europeaa amvals who, for example, were inclined to dominate rather rhan
adapt to the physicd enviro~ment.~

In addition, "British Nortb American denotes those territories which
e v e a W y became C m a c k

In terms of the historïcai scope, this paper look

back only as far as is deemed necessary to capture an understanding of the
circumstances fi-om which British imperialism, coIoniaiim, and ideas of
radan began to emeqe.8 While it is common practice among some writers to

Iink economic conservatism with prejudice and raasm, there is no conscious
effort here

CO impIy

that one uas caused by the other, even though it is

recognùed that there is a positive correlation between the two in rhat the
interests of those who hold racist indinations and of those who s u b d b e to

conservatism tend to be convergent in the same pofiaes.

The primary motivation for a study into this area is not as much derived
from previous research as it is from an attempt to h d expianations for and
understanding of questions arising h m observations such as those which
ünk First Nations to confi.ontatioLial styies of lobbying and an enormously

overrepresented involvement in the Canadian criminai justice sys-

It is

acknowledged that the awareness quired to identiQ the erroneous and
negative nature of the historical notions regarding Native people has been
made possible largely as a result of the recent advances by researcfiers in the

social sciences, Th&

findings, based on shidies in suciai and cross-cuitural

psychology, have shed ïight on the dynamics of s o c i a i processes such as those

which underlie racism and ethnocentrism and th& effects on the emotions

and behaviors of those toward d o m such attitudes are directed Most of the
material for this paper is t h d o r e based on secondary research,

There are six chapters with various numbers of subsections for each.
This introductory diapter provides the puipose, ratonaie and scope- Chapter
iwo examines some of the

historical variables to investigate their ongins and

indicate their significmce. The third chapter provides the badrdrop or

framewrk essential for developiag the comection between attitudes and
govenunent policies and the genesis of the current conditions in which the

Native people find themselves in regards to theh reiationships with

govefnment officiais. As well, chapter three investigates these factors within
the context of the findings and fkom the perspective of the s o d a l sciences to

develop some understanding of the nature of such multi-faceted concepts as

raasm and ethaocentrism.

Chapter four estabiishes the paralie1 between the factors and how

ofEcials of gov-ent

devised poiiaes, such as those which outlaw&

potiatches, certain dances and other €0-

of religious expression, designeci to

uphold the misconceptions based on those factors. The overail objective of

those in power, to establish a "white settler colony" in British North America,

required that the Native people actively be avilized, Christianized and,
particuiar1y after profit nom the fur nade had reached its point of

exhaustion, contahed, then assïmïhted. The fifth diapter deais with the case
study in which recent and current conaete examp1es provide indication of

the extent to which govexnment officiais were affiied by those factors in

making theh policy deasions as well as the consequences Native people faced.

F i y , chapter six provides a summary of the argument and some
conduding remarks based on the discussion and on prospects fot fianire

relations with Native people-

There were several historical factors contributhg to the negative
treatment of indigenous people

in those territories which eventuaIly became

Canacia. A style of interaction arising from these variabLes affecteci the Native
people in ways that eiidted certain types of behaviors *ch

themselves, in

turq evoked m e r negativity. For exampIe, British colonialism was a major

force behind the dissemination of distorted images constnrcted about the
Native people and the resultant attitudes with which British Euopeans

regarded these group. It was BritainYscolonial activities which began the
large-scafe emigration of British subjects to North America and the

subsequent establishment of govetament policies designed to reguiate those
activities for the benefit of the political and economic interests of British

government officiais, with iiMe evidence of a regard for consequences to the
Native people. The pursuit of economic gain and poütical expansion to widen
its sphere of influence - in addition to the initiaiiy relativefy subordinate

motivation of expanding Christianity to indude indigenous peoples - were the

major reasons Britain, foremost among the Euopean nations, established
colonial rule in North America.'

While coloniaüun, the practice of setting up nile over subordinated
nations for political and economic gain, tended to h v e the &ect of
strengthening a sense of nationaiism at home, the adoption of poüaes
developed to meet the objectives of imperialists and capieilists w e exploitive

in th&

design and thus produceci negative consequences for indigenous

peoples. This pr0fiti)riented appmach e v o M fmm rnercantiiïsm, an

"instrumentalconcept which

...enable[s]

us to understand a pacticuiar

historicai period more clearly," as weil as a system for UIilfYiI1g economic
activities under a national state, according to Hedcscher.z A brief discussion of
British mercantüism, the influence of whïch contributed to the rise of the

"Protestant work ethic," the advocacy of Iiteracy and eûucation, the
subsequent deveiopment of industry and commerce. as we.U as the

advancement of science as an area of Iearning, is thesefore usefiil to
understand the origins of colonialist thinking.

Mercantilism sefers to the economic system, extant during the

sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, which evolved as a resdt of
at least three intercomecting factors, according to BudL3 The first

determinant was the rise of the national state. Especiaiiy during the reign of

the Tudors, the state began to involve itseif with economic concems,
fomuiating policies ultirnateiy to establish Brirain as an international power.

The second factor is identifieci as the commercial revolution in which the use
of money and credit and the emergence of banks and exchmges aliowed for

vast inmeases in made among the nations of Europe. The Uiird development
was the demise of medieval economic institutions and the accompanying

assertion of nation state authority over economic activities. The rnercantüist
philosophy behind domestic policies. whereby regulations were used to buiid
up the nation's economy, was to create and expand national power. Simiiariy,

foreign trade policies, such as those designed to achieve a favorable baiance of

trade, were motivated by the desire to m

e the national treasury and thus

esmblish an international superiority.
Executive powr in the monarchy, associated with the order and
smbility needed to carry out economic activities, was seen by rner~a~ltiîists
as a
u s a tool in the pursuit of a national economic policy? Furtbermoce, the

beUef in the divine, that is, Cod-given, rights and royai prerogatives of the
monarch, backed by the consent of the merchant and niling

dass, was no

doubt advantageous to advocates of mercantilism since it provided the required

moral justification to be singie-rnindedly committed to the pursuit of the
mercantilists' ecoaomic interests. Throughaut much of Britain's hictory, it
appears to have been men for whom choiees with ethical implications either

were non-existent or presented no decisional diWdty who, due to th&
loyalty to economic interests, were regardeci as most wise, efficient, and highiy

valuable in Leadership soles? Such a(n a)moral position would be usefui

whenever decisions designed to optùnize economic benefits wuld brhg about
negative efkcts to outgroups, specifidy, in the context of the colonies, the
Native people.

That the "nationalist conception of souety which justifiai regdation of

,. commercial relationships in the interest of the Kingdom of England and the
profit of her merchant classes

...* emerged nom religious ideas and from

canonical teaching of a moral justification of economic relationships6is
important to note as mercantilism gave rise to coloniaiism. in part, it was t&is

c o ~ e ~ t e d n e to
s s religious beliefs, instrumentai in Britain's cornmitment to
estabüsh its hegemony throughout the wrld, and the entangiement with

beliefs of raaal superiority, which are identifieci in this snidy as the primary

factors affecting Native-govemment relations as British colonialism was

taking mot in North A m d a ,

During the nineteenth century, the thinking of Edward Gibbon

Wakefield i s recognized as having had an enormous infiuence in how the
governance of colonies was approached by the British. He inspireci the

Durham Report of 1839 on Canadian colonial policy, wrote a book titled A Letter

h m Svdnev, spent time in Canada in 1838 as an advisor to John Lambton, the
First M of Durham, and had a great deal of e

t on the

thintrtng of John

Bder. the governor general's ~ecretary.~
Not only were his thoughts and
ideas broadly propagated in printed form in the Colonial Gazette for generai

pubiic coasumption, they were made known to decision makers in such ways
as appearances before c~mmittees.~
Consequently, officiais who made pdiaes
aecting the indigenous peoples tbroughout the British colonies were

undoubtediy well aware of Wakefieid7spolitical and philosophical objectives.
Understanding certain aspects of his thinking makes it possible to idenafy to

some extent the intellectuai climate in -ch

government officiais made th&

poiicy decisions because, had his inclinations been radicdiy different fkom
those of othet colonial offin'alit, Wakefieià, a vociferous member of the offiaai
commmïty, could not have been influemial to

the degree historical accounts

indi~ate.~

In his book, d
-

and Am&-

Wakefkld elabrateci on his theow of

colonization, stating that the division of classes into capitalists and labows
was necessary so that there could be a ucombination of power," that is, a

coordination of the twa, in order to lay the foundations for a viable c01ony.~~
As he attempted to explain the method of disposai of what he termed colonial

waste lands, he admitted that he did not have the answer to the question of how
to caicuiate what wuld be the usu£fîcientprice" for the sale of land other

than by aiaï and error.l1 However, it was Wakefield's reasoning about how

revenues denved €rom seilhg the land at this suffiaent price which is
signifiant to Native people. He stated that, given the reason for seiiïng the

land as opposeci to giving it away. the profits accrued were in f x t puqoseless,

-

unavoidable, and incidental an Uuaappropriated fund, which the state or
government may dispose of as it plea~es."~~
InipLicit in Wakefield's line of
reasoning is that these territories had been mocmpied, and, beionging to no

one, were there for the taking to be sold Wthout injustice to aayone" It is
because he gave Little indication that he recognized Native people's rights as

occupiers of these temitories as he devdoped and expiaineci his theories of
colonîzation as weii as the fact that he hobnobbed with the mes of b r d

Durham that Wakefield's ideas are si@ca,nt

in tenns of how colonial polides

were formulateci by govenunent offidals.

The idea, generaliy accepted by much of the dite, that there was a
surplus of laborers the poverty of whom placed stress on the nation's
finances, was an important ingtedient, at various stages, of coloaization

theow and practice. The scheme was to induce this
ieast..the basest and poorest sorte of them

...surplusage,or at

..." to emigrate to the colonial

territories in order to reduce the overabundance in population and the
resulting evils thereof and to pmvide the needed labor to develop what
Wakefield referred to as the "waste* Lao& of the

While it was the

convicts who were s e n t to provide the labor to deveiop Australia, it was
suggested that it would be the poot who wouïd provide the labor in the North

American territorie~.~~
That a policy was catcdated to inaease the population

of laborers in the homeland of Native people and that it rwealed a lack of
regard for the poor" did not bode well for Native people for two reasons. Fust,
Native people themselves, inaeasingly having by this tÏme been reduced,

generaliy, to a state of poverty, could expect to be treated with simüar la& of

consideratioe Second, it m e m that the dispossession of th& lands would
continue unabateâ. Such a policy gave no hint of establishing prior

consultation with the Native people. ali aspects of whose lives wodd be thrown
into a state of disorder and chaos by its implementation. Macdonnell impiies
that Wakefïeid was inordinately d r i v a by motives of personal hancial gain

and eiicitory of distrust among at Ieast some with whom he had deaiings.16 R
would be safe to surmise that he was no advocate of positive relations with,

much less concem for the rights and interests of, the Native people.
What may be highiighted is the apparent attitude of those who thought

about colonization and how it ought to be implemented. In particular, there
appeared to be a general la& of compassion for the masses of unemployed

who, suffering nom poverty and turning to acts of crime, were considered a

scourge to the weiiness of the country and in need of being sent elsewhere.17

In the minds of parliamentarians earlier in the colonhi era, the major
problem vcas not so much whether these people w t e d to emigrate, but how

and by whom their transportation would be paid. It was precisely a simiiar
kind of thinking, seemingly detached from any sense of benevolence or moral

obligation. in which the victims of circumstances beyond their powrs to

correct were held responsible for th&

disadvantaged state, that connibuted to

the neamient Native people of North America experienced as the activities of
British colonial policies began to have th&

effects in such areas as how

govemance would be carried out.

Bell makes the observation that whea colonial offiaals evaluated the
capacity of each colony for self-government, they bas& their judgments on

the success and expefience each had demonstrated in this regard.18 However,
it would appear that indigenou peoples would not be granteci the powers to

exercise self-government for, as Earl Grey contendeci, these kinds of people

were

not advanced in civilization, and "altogether defiüent in education and

intelligence" necessary to wieid political power?

This comment typified the

attitude with which officiais responsible for colonial govemment affairs
regardai Native peoples-

The concept of self-governance was antithetic to colonïaiism which,
according to NadeiiOwasmeant to be wploitive of resources, both material and
human- That the group of men who comprised the body of British colonial
policy makers would defer to the needs or politicai wishes of colony settiers

would have been entireîy unreaiistic, was the observation of Adam Smith, who
stated that such a move would not only be injurious to Britain's pride as an

intemation@power, but also a loss of opportunities for "weaith and
It would have been that much more remote a possibiüty for the

colonial officiais to respect the politicai or economic requirements of
indigenous peoples, in view of the fact that British coloniaiists were blinded
by their prejudices in regard to the pre-existence of Native political systems

and in view of the fact that even the most unprofitable colonies rarely failed
to reap some amount of econornic benefit for Britain as the parent stateZ2

2.2

Ecoaomic Factors

One of the prirnary factors behind

British emigration to North America

and the nature of the relationships that were subsequentiy consmcted with
the Native people was the pursuit of economic gain?' It being the case that
neither the crimate nor topography was conducive to the development of

large-scde plantations in those areas which later became Canada, the British
were interested in the naturai resources of these regions and in the
establishment of systems with which to access and control the Native people's

Iabor for the extraction of these resources?

For example, the establishment of

joint stock companies, such as the Hudson's Bay Company (the Company), in

new colonial territories provided a mechanism with which to produce a flow of
wealth, generated from the cornmodification of these raw materials, back to

British investors,

The condusion may be drawn that it was economic expediency and how
ef5ectively Native people serveci that purpose which played a major role in
how the Native people were dealt with by state decision-makers, agents, and
representatives. These were the pnorïties which heiped to establish the

nature of the relationship between the two groups. The historical context of
the economic forces which brought about radical changes in Native people's

patterns of existence clarifies the process in which the productive labor of
Native people was drawn into the construction of the Hudson's Bay Company

hir trade monopoly which spanned a thne period of approximatdy two
centurie^.^ Neverrheless, it is recognized chat decisions were not always
dictated by complete economic rationalïty and logicWhiie economic variables such as the pursuit of profit, mudmbation of

efficiencies, and so on, M e r h m those which are sochi and psychological in
that they are not of and by themsdves perceived to be inherentiy reiated to
inter-group attitudes, it is seasonable to state that social and psychological
factors such as emotions and attitudes have a tendency to interact closely with

how economic choices are effectuatecl. For example, it may be a rational
decision to hire a particuLarLy competent individual, but due to raasm, a less

quaüfied person may be given a position. It is therefore advisable to consider

the possible influences different kinds of factors may have on each other, As
noted by Bourgeauit, there is an intimate comection between race oppression

and "capitalist relations of expl~itation."~~

As the Company of men established its domination, it saw the expediency

in aiiowing certain groups of Native people to take on a kind of middleman
role for a period of cime This role was by no means disadvantageous for the

Company because it was a means with which to kalitate the development of

the fur trade monopoly by utÏiizÏng the Ojibway people's l a b r in physicaiiy

-

tramporting quantities of goods and furs over vast distances often up to a

1,000miles.

Nevertheiess, the Company established a smcture and system

in which exdusionary policies effectively froze out Native people fkom any
long-term economic benefits of the fur trade. a situation which wodd later
carry over to the sale of land. For example. it was to the disadvantage of the

Company when Isbister and other taiented and educated individuais either

resïgned or were refrwd work as a resdt of the discriminatory policy of the

Company wherein the required qtialifications for employment d,
advancement, and remuneration were based on citcums~ancesof birth.28
Therefore, an examination of the economic variables necessitates the

awareness of social psychological influences, such as racism dong structurai

and iriternalized, that is, psychological, dimensions, which helped to describe
what the nature of Native people's reai life experÏences had become as a result

How the British economic and political activities, decisions, and arrangements

influenced interactions with Native people then becomes dearer.
Because profits fiom economic activity correlate positively to the
amount of control exercised over relevant factors, such as access to raw
materiais and cheap Iabor, supply chanrids, and so on, th&

pursuit proved

CO

be a powerful motivational force against which there was Little recouse for
~ Q who
Y
may have b e n perceiveci as obstructive to their reaiization. The

British, engaging intedttently in -are

with rival nations of Europe and

seeking to establish their dominance, looked to North America as a source of

weaith with which to boister th&

economy and advance th&

political

dominan~e.~'Therefore, when Charles 11 a f f i x e d his royal seal on the Charter
of incorporation in 1670 to bring about the Hudson's Bay Company monopoly,
it was done for the purpose of establishing for Britain what was evaïuated as

being a Wery great advantage" strategically, poiiticaily and economicaliy.

HecMer stresses the point that the joint stock companies were die prime
medianiun with which to deveiop trade and political expansion31As such,

enterprises such as the Hudson's Bay Company were granted massive
discretionary powers with which to carry out their mandateA

group of appro.vimatdy sixteen men, and those who wouid succeed

them, in receiving exclusive authority to ovenee the establishment of nade

and commerce in fur, tish products, and minefais throughout Rupert's Iand,
and to govern in accordance with th& own good judgment, the vast expanses
of hinteriand - approximately

and a h d f million square miles - were, in

effet, g k e a the authoriv2 to act as the agents of government. Thus the

economic and politicai &airs

of aU Native people residing within the

boundaries of these temtories at once f& under the jurisdiction of a group of
foreigners, the subsequent actions of whom wuld suggest tnat they saw no

reason either to acquaint themselves with Native cuiturai customs and value
systems or carry out dipiornatic consuitation and accommodation with Native

political leadership other than for the express purpose of applying such
kriowledge and action to the advancement of theh economic objectives. It is

because the circumstances and conditions under which Native people iived
were deiineated by the d e of law as interpreted, executed, and edorced by

Company offcials for almost two cenniries unal these temtories were given
over to Canada, and by the methods with wbich the Company aspireci to

achieve its economic interests, that the Company's activities become a focus of

attention at this point.
The Hudson's Bay Company's estabWunent of economic control over

Native people came about once the latter had reatignd th&

ecoaomy to the

dictates of the fur industry rnonop~ly?~
As the Company raised its prices to

inmease profits, Native trappers had iittie option but to pay those ptices with
greater quantities of hu pelts. They were no Longer able simply to refuse to
carry on business with the Company9having become dependent on the goods

supplied to th-

nor take their business elsewhere because the Hudson's Bay

Company held exclusive rïghts to the fur trade- Thus the Company was in a
strategic position to inaease or decrease the prices of borh furs from and
goods to their Native suppliers, dictate fur quaiity standards, and impose

wiiatever conditions and qualifications it saw fit to more completely

consolidate its economic strangiehold. Referring to the economic subjugation

of Native people, whidi would result in an amassing of prodigious amounts of
profit for the Company, rnnix S t a t e s that such a "rapid M

t in the prevailing

indian cuiture" resulted in their %holesale destru~tion."~~
DuriDg this period of time, therefore, al1 major aspects of Native

people's lives had become altered to conform to the dictates of the market
logic? Not only had cornmodification exploiteci the product of their iabor. the

fur peit, but also their time was inaeasingiy expropriated as pnces were
stnictured to accrue maximum profits for the C~rnpany.'~
It was not at a i i

uncornmon for Native trappers to faii into indebtedness to the Company,a
situation in which the latter did not hesitate to take advantage by conscripting

female members of the family into domestic and other forms of menid and
heavy work for Company p e r ~ o t m e LThe
~ ~ Company's policies ensured that

Native trappers, their families and thus their entire communities, wouid
become and remain economicaîiy subsmient, in both serviceability and

obedience-

In tirne, as poverty, starvation, and infectious diseases took th&

toil, it is no wonder that the inevitability of the Native people's extinction as a

The series of poiïaes whereby Native people were maneuverd into a

position of economic dependenq was a nuidul adiievement for the Company

and was followed, after many years of monopoLy exploitation, by a revision to
the charter which extendeci the Company's powers to indude
"proprietors[hip~of the s ~ i l . "By
~~
1834, the Red River settlement and the
Council of Assiniboia, which was situated under the jurisdiction of the

governor of Rupert's Land, had corne under the direct control of the

Company? The nature of the reiationship between the Native people and
those in power can be inferreci h

m coments made by one of the top officiais

of the Company, George Simpson.
Sir George Simpson, as the govemor of Rupert%Land for the Hudson's

Bay Company ( 182 1-l86O), inherited the duectorship of those millions of
square miles of "Indian territory." To his way of thinking. groups of people
were to be evaluated in terms of the how great a threat they represented to the
Cowpany and the ease or diffidty with which they could be managed and

controiied. Simpson, known as the "Little Empemr,"is described by Heckscher
as k i n g cynical in his attitude toward others and as beîng single-mindeci in

his loyalty to the economic interests of the Company, upon which those of bis
own were dependent-" There was no indication of compassion toward the

Native people, no matter the extent of thW privation nor any effort to
alleviate th&

suffering. An incident described by one of his chi& traders

was neither unique nor obscure:
52 Indians had perished,.by
famine and the
surviving were living on the dPan carcasses of their
Relations aii within 200 yards of the Fort INor~nan].'~

One may assume that incidents of this type were wlthin the

responsibility of Simpson, as the governor, or CEO, of the Company, to prevent
since these Native people iived within his jurisdiction. However, it would
appear that th&

health and safety per se were not a prïority. Instead.

original Company poiïcy did not require offiaals to become involved in

matters which did not pertain to nonoNatives unless crimes were cornmitteci
against the Company or its employees and servantsJJ AccordingLy, it would
not have been the concem of either Simpson or the Company if Native people
perished €rom hunger,
The singularity with which the Company concerned itself with the

protection of what was left of its monopoly over the fur trade during the

nineteenth century was characterized as being so aggressive that constables,
in the course of fulnlling their duties to search and seize iiîegal fur products
where necessary, were given long poles with which to "explore the recesses of

cottage diimneys" of nmiy titled settiers.* Officiais referred to trade
activities camïed on outside of the confines of Company policy as the

"seductive doctrine about equality and Free TradeY For the Native trappers,
the ef5ects of cornpetition may not have been much worse than the harshness
with which monopoly regdations wwe enforceci. Once the fur made, for

varioas reasons, began its dedine, the expendability of Native people, no
longer serving so vital a role, increased proportionately, even as they

themselves continued to regard the fur trade as vital to th& economic and
physical survival,

The fact that th& economic and social system was based on a
subsistence economy in which surplus material possessions were an

encu~nbrance~~
rendered that system irreievant and of no value in one for

which the overriding philosophy was centered on the profit motive. It is
therefore not surprishg that adhering to th&

system wouid cause destitution

to be increasingly the fate of many Native people. However, as alludeci to

earlier, it was not solely economic forces wbich brought about a state of

dependency and ruin on Native people, helped formulate the dominantsubservient relationship which emerged between the British and Native

people, or shaped the nature of tbeir interactions, In any discussion about the
socio-economic deveioprnent of British North America it is important to

include the signïfkant role that was given to race. It was not mere
coinadence that it was the Native people who were excluded from reaping any

form of lasting benefits, such as weii paying jobs, or health and prosperiw,
from such activities as those of the Hudson's Bay Company.
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Belief Svstems:

Reiiaion, S o à a l DarwinIsm, Racisrn. Eunenics

Wef systems, as part of the culture of a Society, are subject to flux over
t h e as

a resuit of any combination of factors such as changes in social

conditions due to increasing poverty, major upheavals in the form of wars or
plagues, and the influences of extemai events such as discovery of new
territory. For example, in 1534 the Protestant R&ormation brought about the
formation of a state church in Britiiin which was headed by the monarch

rather than by the pope at Rome. This had several implications on how the
British viewed theV national religion in terms of expressions of self-identity
during the colonial period It is therefore necessary to provide some

background information about the origins of certain beliefs which came to be
held by the British and whicû applied in ways that had far-readiing

consequences on the affairs of the Native people, both directly and indirectly,

and hence their interactions with policy makers. This task includes a brief
look at the concepts of certain individuais who contributed to the development

of popularly held beliefs among the British.

The writings of foremost thinkers and 0th- individuals whose
leadership status usually derived from their social position or status e~erted

influence on the thinking and therefore bekviors of others. This may be

inferreci fkom the fact chat they were published and read and that those ideas
frequently found their expression, in one form or another, in govemment

policy. Major areas of belief, such as religion and social development, thus
gave shape to and were shaped by the combination of events and the popular

acceptance of those theories and ideas. Spellûcaiiy, Looking at the definitions,
origins and expressions of these concepts and notions fielps not only to

establish their prevalence and therefore their co~ectionto poiicies and
attitudes of govemment officiais, but also to understand the degree of ubiquity
of these notions in their impact on the lives of Native people and. as primary

factors, their negative effects upon them.
Some of the men whose publications and activities have been chosen to
portray the conceptions of the day revised their theories over the course of

tirne. The updated editions were usuaiïy more refined and moderate, reflecting
the effects of criticism from others and further study. However, for the

purpose of this study. the originai versions are used as much as possible. First,
they tended to indude a greater element of the sensationai, and as such,
*

attracted more attention and had a more immediate effelt on how people
thought Second, social psychological research has shown that, aii things
being equal, it is the first, rather thaa subsequent, information which has the

greater impact? T h m o r e , generally speaking, it is argued that the ideas in

their original form had the greater inf2uence on people's thinking in terms of

encouraging and nurturuig negative treatment toward Native people.
Reiigious beiiefs have been powerfui forces giving impetus to various

events throughout history. While reiigious ideas behind the Crusades and the

Reformation were obvious in th&

effects, other beliefs were less immediately

obvious but nevertheiess considerable in th&

impact This was the case in

regard to the treatment Native people were accorded by Europeans and the
resultant relationships they developed witb government officiais €rom the
time of the "discovery of Americq" the expression itself, according to

Bercovitch, caphuing "the impenalist drive and the primitive ethnocenuism"
of the Europeans as an "indictment of tiieir wiUfid bhdness to native indian
rights." A&ed Cave, in his 1992 paper, written about the ethnohistory of

coloniai America, discusses the obstacles which "led the Puritans to their
ultïmate rejection of the possibiiity of cultural coexistence with their Indian
n e i g h b o r ~ .W~ ~ e these barriers, originatiag with British attitudes before
they came to North America as colonizers and seaers, occurred as a result of

misguided and inaccurate beliefs about practicaiiy every aspect of the Native
people, it appears to have b e n th& religious ideas in which their morally

hdd justification for negative attitudes and ôehaviors toward the Native
people was iargely grounded.

The notion of beulg the biblidiy sanctioned 'chosen of God" was a
powerfid conviction among the British, although it was by no means unique to
them. Perceiving it to be th&

execution of which th&

-

divinely appointed duty upon the proper

own salvation to a certain degree was perceived to

depend - to bring others into Christianity, British rnissionaries regarded
indigenous peoples everywhere as prime candidates for conversion, and they

embarked upon this task with aii of the perceptuai baggage which accrues

upon those who see themselves as being rnembers of the superior group. They

were unable to either grasp or acknowledge the possibility that the Native

people may have possessed a system of beliefs which had sustained them
adequately for centuries. George McDougail, a Protestant missionary weiiknown for his work arnong Native populations, f o U o d his calling to convert

and civilize the "benighted sons and daughters of these wiids" who wandered
in both a unatural and moral wildernesswduring the mid-nineteenth
~ e n t u r y .Letters
~~
he wrote are replete with rematks whîch denigrate the
Native people's attempts to retain their religious customs and beliefs in the

face of the missionary onslaught.
McDougall's observations frequently aiiuded to the increasingly

chronic state of destitution of the Native people and to the totality of their
sufking. During one particulafly severe period, he mentioned a woman who

was "driven to such a ... state through starvation, that she ate her own child"

and another whose cabin, dong w i t h a s

d child, was destroyed by £ire.s'

Reading McDougail's account, it is impossible to miss the implication that the
Native people were worthy of assistance only if and when they had allowed

themieives to become Christianized. Hence, there was nothing more thrilliag
for the Reverend than witnessing an eighty year old Native man succumb to

the Christian faith, after many years of pressure to relinquish his lifeiong
religious beliefs because oniy dien could it be entertained that help be

extendeci. When greater numbers of the Native people began to heed the
caiiing to Christianity, it may have been more that their conversion occurred

as an act of survivai than of spiritual conviction, in spite of what McDougall
referred to as his fondest wishes. The provisions needed to sustain the iives of
Native people in any degree of cornfort appear to have k e n relativeiy

unimportant to McDougali compared to the fulfillment of his me's mission.
The perceptions of Adam Thom, who enjoyed wide discretionary powers

over his jurisdiction as the E r s t recorder of the Hudson's Bay Company, were
significant in terms of their immediate and direct impact on the WU-beiiig of
Native people. In a letter to Govemor Christie of Assiniboia, in which he

attempted to discredit those who were petitioning in London for fairer

treatment regarding the fur trade, he made the argument that the Native
people were experiencing relatively fav of the usual evils which were
"inadeutto the contact of barbarism and avilizatioanR Thom, who did not
take pains to hide his biases, then went on to express his vie= on the state of
Native spirituality as foiiows:

More may be done for their moral and
reiigious improvement; whiie al1 that can be done
ought to be attempted; but every attempt must fail
that is not conducted in an untirhg spirit of
hop&
patience, with a due regard m the
ruggedness of the soil. the severity of the dimate,
the resources of the cowitxy, and the habits of the
wanderers themselvesS3
In addition to bringing about the formation of a state church, the

British Reformation produced a strongly felt need to defend the preemhence

of the new, purifieci version of the Roman church, the Anglican church, in

order to u
js
w the actions of H e m y MIL, according to H o r s d 4 Sdiolarly
works to this effect by Parker, Foxe, and Joscelyn led to the development and

establishment of general ideas regarding the superiority of aU British
institutions. The next logical step to the progression of the argument was to

attach the notion of superiority and purity to the British as a people, to their
history, language, cultural beiiefs, and constructed biological grouping within
the human species.

It is therefore necessary to examine the notions of race and establish

some understanding of why the practice of racism has been not only fraught
with misinformation, but also damaging and injurious to its victims, who in

this case, were the Native people- Thus, to establish the degree to which

notions of racial superiority had pervaded British thinking at aii leveis of
sotiety is to make it possible to deveiop a greater appreciation and provide

validation for the magnitude of the negative impact the Native people
experienced as a consequence of those factors previously identifleci as

primary. These objectives are accomplished by providing a sense of the

meaning and a brief glimpse into the historical background of phenornena

such as raasm, social Da~wïnisrn,and eugenics, and by pointing out who were
the people behind some of these ideas-

Looking fvst at the term Vace," the dictionary deffition, itW

reflective of the complexity and difficuity of its meaning and implications,

any of the major divisions of mankind, each having
distinctive physical characteristics and a common
ancesuy, as in the "white race" or "the yeiiow racen
and the condition of beionging to a particular stock,
and the qualities due to t h i ~ . ~ ~
According to Shreeve, race, unlike age, sex, or physical build, as an

empiricaily rooted characteristic of human identification, is "rnired in a
biological, cultural, and semaritic ~ w a m p . "H~e quotes a Yale anthropologist

who points out that race was - and is - used as a culturai as MU as biological

category and that it has been extremely diffidt, if not impossible, to separate
the W. As weii, Shreeve makes the

argument that human variation is "the

resdt of a seamless continuum of genetic change across spacen and that most
of the genetic differences are to be found within rather than between groups

of people."n For example, the set of genetic characteristics which separates a
Caucasian from an African generally separates the Caucasian from another
average Caucasian. However, those who subscribed to the notion of race
focused on a relatively few obvious physical characteristics such as skin color

and hair texture in constructing their dassifications to support their racial
beliefs since it was not possible at that time to make genetic identifications.
Aithough this focus appeared to support their daims, it in fact led hem to

inaccurate but very significant conclusions.
Fucthermore, it is important to keep in mind that race as a categorical

instrument is regardeci as us&

in some areas of study, such as medicai

researrh. Kowever, ia application as the sole evidence for genetic findiags

has b e n suspect Mce causaiities have not been cIear1y estabiished in teof where they ultimately Lie, according to Shreeve Shreeve m e r notes the
diniculty of i d e n t m g to what extent it is a person's socioeconomic status

and environment which have contributeci to genetic predisposition, pointing
out that oniy approximately six percent of human physical differences can be
explaineci by race.58

The concept of race as it is currentiy conceived appears to have had its
origins &ter explorers were able to travei over vast geographic distances

without a stop. Unable to see those who lived in betwwn, these travelers came

upon people who appeared to be inherentiy biologically distinct. Underlyhg
this line of logic is the observation that hiiman beings have tended to choose

as th& mates those who are close by as weil as those who belong to the s o c i a l
group with whicb they i d e ~ t i f v .Thus,
~ ~ geographic phenornena, as weli as
genes and social prescriptions, bave influenced the characteristics of groups.

in the case of the indigenous people of North America, ocean barriers impeded
the gene flow mtil travei methodologies aUowed Europeans to actively engage

in tram-oceanic movement.
The idea that Europeans were superior and the accompanying explicit

notion of indigenous people's racial inferiority was especially prevalent and
heid tenaùously among the British. Horsman states that Verstegen, as early as

1605,spoke of the British as a pure race, white Camden inuoduced the idea of
God's wiii guiding the affairs of the British?* Beiiefs such as those which

regarded the British as the unminted descendants of the AngIo-Saxons, seen as

a noble. keedom-loving race of people having a high mord standard. came to

be wideiy held. ClearLy, howwer, it was the magnitude of the conviction with
which these beliefs were hdd by the British rather than their veracity
me,

- they

in fact, but a myth - that allowed these ideas to be as influentiai in

directiag colonialist behaviors toward indigenous peoples. When John

McDougdl, for example, acknowledged his father's marksmanship as a humer,
his skiil in woodwork, and his abilïty to hande a buch cafloe as being that of a

"FÏst-classpioncer," while referring to a Native person simiiarLy adept as

"wiid and semi-~avage,"~~
it was reflective of the la& of recognition of the

inconsistencies in the illogicaiiy-conceived racial orientation of the
Europ a n s.62
Accordiag to seudies by Wiiïiams, the word "racevappeared in the
English language in the sixteenth centuty with a range of innocuous

meanings and problems with it begiili when it came to be applied to groups
wichin a speaes such as social or culturai groups of human beings?

Other

writers, such as Godrej, have identified race as having most often been a sotid
construct the accuracy and validity of which, having lacketî a ciear definition

and proved to be misleading, have been increasingly questioned by
academic~.~

The term "racism" refers to "the belid that one's own race is superior

to other races, any and ail forrns of disaimination or prejudice against other
races based on this belief, -or

a poüticai or social poiicy or system based on

this belief," according to the dictionary definiti~n?~
Godrej points out that

racism is typified when people from a dominant group "exert their power

unjustly over o~hers."~~
Thus. raaun has been concerned with and
exempmed in protecting and perpetuating the privüeges of the dominant

group at the sociaf and econornic expense of the subordïnated ones,

In bis examination of the origin of the term "racial," Williams notes
that BLumenbach began to differentiate and classify people according to skull

measurements and skin color in 1
7
8
7
:
'

Horsman refers to the creation of a

"hodgepodge of rampant, raciai ~ t i o n a i i s m
when
~ ~ serious scientific studies

were jumbled together with poiitical and social thinking and prejudiciai and
deceptive notions such as those poshllated in the nineteenth cenhiry by

Gobineau in his construction of an "Aryan race" comprised of a pure Nordic
stoC1C6'
During the nineteenth century, anthropology

- physicai anthropoIogy

in particuiar - emerged as a separate area in scientific snidy and seemed to

promise the empirical evidence for ideas regarding the superiority of the
Caucasian groups. Considering that researchers were at the infancy stages of
applying the scientific approach to research, it is possible that methodologies

in their stuclies would be highly suspect in terms of degree of objectivïty,
various forms of validity, constraint lweis and methobs, and eff'ts of

confounciing variables since the rigorous demands of today's standards wouid
not yet have existecl. Certainiy,as is the case to this &y, personal biases would
have factored into how researchers formulateci their designs, framed their

hypotheses, and drew their condusions. However, it is highly unlikely chat
they wouid have

been aware of the presence of these distortions.

An appiication of the underlying principle of wolution that assumed

progression was in the direction of betterment and improvement would have
aieneci those who based th&

social theones on the works of the physicai

scientists that they wait for furthet study results before using these social

theories as the basis of the proposais they advanced for ünproving the human

condition, However, such was not the case. Rather, the use of these findings
by influential men whose writings on sociai issues inculcated notions of racial
hierarchuing resulted in a fusion of moneous and truthful assertions. For
example, Galton. proponent of eugenics said that

there eWts a sentiment, for the aost pan quite
mreasonable, against the gradua1 extinction of an
infkrior race...siientïy and slowly..*
Darwin, one of the most influential men since his time on the subject of
how people viewd relationships among different groups, had opinions about
civilized and uncivilized people, In his work titled The Descent of Man and

Seiection in Relation to S e x , he expressed the idea that it was generally

counterproductive to the vueil-being of mankind to provide for the "imbecile,

the maimed, and the sickmor to institute poor iaws?

His inteilectual

orientation was not to permit these "wdcer members of civilized societies" to
"propagate th&

kind" because it would be "highiy injurious to the race of

man."" Such was the nature of the notions that were written, read about, and
granted credibility by the British, who not only claimed for themselves the

highest position on the racial, soaal,and biological hierarchy which they
believed existed among human beings, but activated these beliefs in their
treamient of the indigenous people of Canada,

The evolution of social Dannnism, which began soon after Darwin
published The Ori~inof Swcies, gave rise to a potpoum of scienrific work,

social and political ideas, and prejudice in which the superior races and

uidividuals of a society were seen as cornpethg successNiy to comprise the
wealthy and powerful. This popular theory transposeci to the human context

the principles which Danvin had initially confued to the survival of the

fittest and the struggie for existence in the context of the na-

world

wherein its overaLl outcome was a sbte of barmony and baiance. Perhaps not
surprisüigly, whether the belief was that God was in control or that natural

processes govemed events, the conclusion arriveci at was that the British were
the supenot race,

Destinecl to undergo many interpsetive aiterations over the years and
become subjected to a wide range of uiticisn before its dtimate demise, social

Darwinism implied that activities based on its p ~ u p l e resulted
s
in positive
changes and progress for human beings- A panicuiarly predominant idea was
that natural iaws d e d d l of creation and provided the guidelines for issues on

ethics and social policy. Originators of these ideas, concerned that their

theories be given practical application, pubüshed essays in which they
proposeci various solutions to social and economic problems. Other proponents

felt that the Darwinian struggie referred to one in which humans were in

opposition to nature?to intemal and exteraal eviï forces. or to inter- or
intragroup members, as weU as to either existence or sub~@tence?~
Wallace

eventuaiiy refied the focus of the discussion and moved it from physical to

mental, spirituai, and moral development, stating that humans had progressed
from the depressed and degradeci races of barbarians to the pinnacle of
intellectuai advancement as it was personified in the Europeans." His

suggestion was that there be a human selection process, or eugeaics, for the

purpose of improving the human race. Fufthemore, he implied that a greater
force had guided tbe affairs of hilmsnity toward this outcome and that no
further advancement from the Ievels attained by the British was necessary.

Herbert Spencer, another influential anthropologist of the latter

nineteenth century. similarly saw clifferhg levels of quality within the
human race. In making cornparisons between cornplex modem societies and

"savage" tribes, he stated that social evolution resulted in a more developed
humanity, 'It is by the prolonged and swere discipline of corporate Me that

the aggressive egoism of primitive savagery has k e n restrained and
controiled, and the altruistic nature fostered and ~trengthened."~~
according to
Spencer, who evidentiy did not see the violence and deprivation behg
experienced on a daiiy basis by the working ciasses, inciudirig the smaU

children coerced into performing ciangemus tasks in the name of progress

throughout the British Industrial Rwolution nor the Victorian subordination

of women, Similarly, he and others, in failing to recognize the cornpiex social
and political systems and structures of the Native Weties, many of which

were e g a l i t a r i a ~helped
~ , ~ ~ to perpetuate misconceptions and therefore
negative attitudes and treatment toward Native people,

In terrns of its acceptance, perhaps the most appealing aspect of social
Darwinism for those who enjoyed a priviieged statu in British society was its
usehilness in seemùig to explain the existence of poverty, crime, and lack of

universal access to justice. Contact with indigenous people had k e n on-going

for some time and racial differences were in the forefront as British material
prosperity began not to appear to be the only evidence tbat they were the
fittest race in the struggle to compete for survivai and exploitation of the
world's resources. The emergence of a new area in scientific endeavor known

as eugenics promised t o provide a means of fortifying and protecting what was
considered to be the superiority of the British race.
Sponsored by men of preeminence, the study of eugenics a i m a i at

aftifïcially improving the human race and developing a more superior

version for which, it was irnplied, men of their calibre would act in a
leadership capacity. This would occur by applying the same scienmc
principles of judicious selection of parentage used in plant and animal

breeding. Bannister states that there were two aspects to the science of
eugenics. Positive eugenics w s designed to encourage the breeding of those

who were perceived as carrying desirable characteristics in th& genes,
whiie negative eugenics proposai that proscription of propagation among
those judged as Liable to praâuce deféctive diildren muid hasten the

establishment of an improved stock of human beingsORSpencer's observation
that the undesirable eiements needed to be d e d out before pertection couid
be achïwed was a prelude to the eugenics movemeat:

The forces which are workiag out the great scheme
of perfect happiness, faking no account of
incidentai suffering, exterminate such sections of
mankind as stand in their way Be he human being
or be he brute, the hindrance must be got rid

...

As noted by Chase:9 it was understandable that Francis Galton, the racist

anthropologist whose inheritance afforded him a Mestyle of f i c i a l ease,
woufd have tended to confise a socioeconomic order rooted in a vimially
impenetrable system of nepotism as having resulted from biologid

inheritance. Adrnowledged as having introduced the term ueugenic,"a Greek
mrd meaning "wd-bred," he stated that even though aii groups of people
had some beneficial qualities to contribute, there were elements wbich were
of üttle or no value or were deaimental and undesuable to the construction of
an improved race and this wuld take precednce as a basis for seiectio~.~
His
extensive set of notes on physïcal chatacteristics among groups was meant to

establish the 'practicability of supplanting inefficient human s t o d c by better
saains ... by such efforts as may be reasonable ...and with l e s distress than if
events were left on their own course."8LBecause the "fadties of men

generally are unequal to the requirements of a high and growing
civiiization," Galton was convinceci that with the help of eugenics the

human

stock would be more efficiently improved by giving "the more suitable races

or s W s of blood a better chance of prev=iiling speedily over the less
suitable.""
The dangerous implications of eugenics to a l i indigenous peoples
abruptiy appeared threatening and repugnant to the Anglo nations when it
was learned that Nazi Gennany under Hitler was involved in this area of

research for the purpose of engineering a pure Aryan race?

Questions of

how to come to terms with such issues as the uiteria for making judgments as
to what

wouid comprise an improved state, who would make those decisions,

what and whose standards wouid be applied, how the righu of outgroups would
be protected, and so on were sudddy seen as valid, Those who had been
proponents of eugenics realized that they were no Longer solely in control and

could, in fact, become its victims. They were then willing to recognize the

inherent flaws of eugenics, such as the excessive degree to whïch
characteristics tended to be attributed to heredity. Iroaically, it rnay be argued
tbat a racist madman had done the Native people a service,

Bannist4 rnakes the observation that, on an international level,
imperiaüsts, racists, and militarists were especidiy quick to adopt the
reasoning of nineteenth c e n w social Darwinism and 0th- paralle1 notions

because they furnished what appeared to be a scienrific basis for why the

British had come to acquire their position of domhance in tams of worid
power, stability, and fkeedom as weU as a justification for domination over

others and the survival-of-thefittest-by-force-md-cunningmentality. It was

tberefore inevitable that this attitude of superiority would have had a negative
impact on interactions with the Native people with whom contact took place.
The nahue of the observations and remarks made by British from aii walks of

iife

- leading thidcers and writers, missionaries, Hudson%Bay Compauy

agents and officiais, and travelers - cIearly revealed the influence of this

thinking.
As

an example from the other side of the Atlantic, a quotation by Adam

Thom indicated his tbinldng about how eugeuics may, or ought to, have
a p p W to aU indigenous people, including the Native people under his

In one pecullar mode, perhaps. the only practicable
mode of elevating aboriginal blood a, the European
l e v a this country stands unrivaled. Instead of
inhertting, as in most countrles, the condition of
their mothers, the haif-breeds of the northwest
have almost invariably foliowed the fortunes of
th& fathers:
instead of being abandoneci as
savages. they have been &&shed
as British
subjects.as
During the early and mid-nineteenth cenhiry, the role of the Recorder of
Rupert's Land was to discharge the admittedly 'primitiveD system of justice

and reWorce the power of the magis~ates.~
Thom's orientation,as aüuded to
eariier, toward the Native people is captureci in the foiiowing passage:
A p d e l has been drawn between the aborigines
of the Hudson's Bay Company's territories and those
of Siberia, but the cases are not al al1 analogous.
The Asiatic savages had never faen into such a
depth of barbarism as th& American brethred7

The fact that he fouad a Native man guilty and had him hanged withoue
allowing him a defense c o w e l in spite of the law wfiich stated that di capital
cases be sent to Canada for anal was indicative of his attitude. Thom had the

distinction of carrying out the fkst execution to ever occur in the Red River
setdement in

a manner characterized as a "waaton miscarriage of justice"88

agahst a Native UldividuaL Such was the predisposition of the person in

whose han& the dety and wd-king of Native people rested. It is
reasonable to assume that in his position as aa agent of the government of the
&y, the impact of his ideas and attitude with respect to the Native people would

aot have been an insignificant force in their lives and in their relations with
Thom and goverruneut agents.

Aithough the e e c t s of chis attitude as reEkcted in the writiags,

decisions and behaviors of those who held positions of authority is specific

cause for concern, there were seemingly innocuous expressions of this sense

of superiority. Lady Dufferin, for instance, the wife of the Canadiaa
govemor-generai (1872-1878).was a writer whose w r k enjoyed a wide
generaf readership, and was therefore instrumental in perpetuating certain

ideas about the Native people. in her publication titled Mv Canadian Journals
she made numerous comments whidi in fact displayed her complete lad of

understanding of both Native customs and the politid and economic forces
which had reduced many to a state of extreme poverty. Ia one passage which

showed a parti&

degree of insensitivity, Lady Dufferin describeci a brief

stop to have a closer look at the village the residents of

had just

completed a celebration of theh sacred potlatch €estivai. "They had been
having one of theu most savage orgies, and had been singing, dancing and

feastîng for six days," were the words Lady Dufferin chose to express what she

thought she had
Gladys Waiker, editor of the 1969 edition of MY CanadiiLLl loumaiI
prefaced the publication by statîng that Lady D d e r i n was a sensitive person

who showed a kindiy rnanner toward the Native people with whom her

joumeys brought her into contact. Whiie Lady Dufferin may have appeared to
be sensitive and cariag by the standards of her üme, an application of today's

perspective reveals a patronizing attitude and iack of mderstanding of and
appreciation and respect for Native sensibilities. After reading the journal,it
wodd not be ciifficuit to imagine how a recipient of such treatment would be

made to recognize that Lady Dufferin's deportment conveyed, albeit in a more

subtle m e r than Adam Thom, a distinct sense of superiority. As Thekaekara

notes in her article on the Adivasi of South Inciia, dismimination and attitudes

thereof have corne across in a variety of forms - ignorance, a patronking
attitude, Matant racism, and ethnocentrisni?

That the Europeans, specificaily the British, enterraineci notions of th&
own superiority as a group has been d documenteci by many historical
accounts. Their beiiefs and attitudes, which influenceci how Europeans

thought about and, therefore, reiated to Native people from the tirne they fwst
arrived in North America, comprise the set of primary factors which had
significant negative repercussions on the psyche of Native people,

collectively and on an individual lwel- Assessment of these attitudes is

uierefore based on the negative e t s on those to whom they were directed.
It is the understanding of how these e f k t r , the secondary factors, developed

which is vital for both Native people and government officiais as they attempt
to construct more positive interactions and productive reiationships.

CHAPTER 3

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES CONTEKT

3.1

Assumotions

Fmdings by researchers in s o a a l psychology have provided a basis
fmm which to utlderstanci the psychological,or mental, processes of certain

phenornena such as tacism and ethnocentrism. While it has been noted Wt
soda1 psychology has had a tendency to be adturai, Berry States that greater

stress has been placed on understanding people within th&

SOciaVdturai

c0ntext.l It is therefore assumed that the key findings of soàal psychology are
generaiiy applicable for the pupose of this paper because the ethnic identity
of subjects on whom sociai psychological research is camed out is noted when
it is 0th- than of hiropean descent and Western, middle dass values.

Neverthdess, there are some cautions to be noted.
Scherer

makes the point that there are extra-cognitive (non-

inteiiectuai) variables such as emotions (feelings), aioods,and motives wbid
may affect cognitive pmcessing but are not as a rule factored hto research

studies? For the purpose of this sntdy, moods are a non-issue since the
tirneframe of the subject matter occurs over several centuries. What the mood
may have been for any one particular individual would have littie if any
impact on the overail &ecu on interactions over that time span. On the other

hand, the motives of the British had major repercussions on behaviors.

Feebgs and emotions would have also played a role in behaviors, particularly

when the British arrivals, encumbered as they were with their sense of
superionty, were met with people whose mode of dress and behavioral styles

and customs, often dramaticaiiy different from theirs, were more often than
not comprehensible to Ùiem only in terms of savagery and devü-worshipping
depra~ity.~

The interaction between Native people and govemment officiais may be
examined nom a social sciences perspective by looking at the cognitive

processes which underfie such concepts as racism and the effects of associateci
behaviors. It is therefore instructive to look briefly at the key concepts of this
field of research as they are relevant to this study. Sodal psychology, the
study of how individuais relate to each other, attempts to m e r questions

about how others influence individual attitudes and actions, how and if
individuais can resist pressures from others, and so on. Researchers, for
instance, have investigated and attempted to analyze and desaibe how certain

attitudes corne about The explanation, h m the social psychological
perspective, of how the Eutopeans constmcted and msintained their negative
attitudes toward the Native people as a group and as individuals is an

examination of perceptual mechanisans whereby the cognitive system

processes information by s i m p l m g what is very often complex and begins
on an individual levd.

Upon encountering the unfamiliar, thought processes take place in
which there is a se&

for mes from physical appearance and behaviors as to

how a stranger is to be regarded? When the Puritans and others experienced

their first contact with the Native inhabitants of North America, they came

face to face with a people different h m thernseives in ail major aspects language, appearance in terms of &in color and &es, s o c h i behavior, and so

on. The use of cognitive shortcuts talw place by categorizing and -g
the physically observable phenornena, As immigrants from Britain, the new

arrivals would have been familiar with prior accounts of Native people by
various infonnants and they wouid have had preconceptions based on these

reports5 The appiication of a prwiously constructed cognitive framework
takes place whereby the newly expriemeci cues are iinked together by
making the assumption that if one trait is m e , then a whole set of previousiy

grouped amibutes must also be truc.' The Euopeans wuid have activated

previousiy constructeci categories and arrived at a fornula to expiain who and
what the Native people were in terms of those categorizations.
Once categorization has taken piace, labels are attached to the o b m e d

group. Any and a l l individuais whose physical cues suggest to the observer

the grouping into wbich they may be placed are dassified accordingiy and
attributed a corresponding set of psychologicai traits, usualLy with little, if
any, further anaf~sis.~
Petceivers are then able to deveiop a set of

expectations which they apply to the subject These thought processes, said to

occur on an impiidt level of consdousness, are characterized by an
overgeneraiization of the similatities within the subject groups and the

diffkrences among t h e . European settiers regardeci ail Native peoples as
being different nom them but simüar to each 0th-

constmcting the

ingroup-outgroup polarization to whïch Sumner was one of the first to make

ceference.
Berry shows that a second level of processes must subsequently

transpire, dong a specifically negative direction, before racism begins to

emerge? Valw judgments are made, implying personai preferences. and their

application to spe9nc groups g i v e s rise to either favorable or unfavorable
attitudes, which, when generaiized. become prejudices. Most if not ali of the

British were aiready pre-mdowed with notions of tbeir own supeniority as a
group, and they were able to see iittle If anythtng at di preferable about the

Native people. While the formation of attitudes and prejudices is affecteci by
emotions, it is the set of hktoricai, reügious, economic, and poiitid factors of

a person's cultural system which is more influentiaLm As noted previously.
the religious. economic, and political beiïefr of the British predisposed them to

develop and retain negative judgments about indigenous peoples wherever
they encountered them.

Furthemore, as Berry points out, it is the combination of fomulating
value judgments and attributions which are negative, making overgeneralizations, and directing diaerential treatment toward the target which

resula in racim and hostüity. The Europeans were able to praceed from
forming categorizations and attributions to malciog over-generalizations and

negative evaiuations which they then expresseci in overt behaviors of
discrimination, hatred, and hostility, that is, mcism. The social conditions in
which an individuai is situateci, the laws, and prevalent coiiective behaviors

may or may not encourage the overt expression of the raast attitudes whidi
have k e n consa~cteci.~
Throughout history, however, as documenteci iil
histoncal events and in the style in wfiich the accounting of historical events

was expresse& the open expression of racism toward Native people as a

reflection of a basic cognitive orientation was evident on an everyday basis

and in government policy. Codrej makes the observation that when people
dominate others and treat them unjustly, they intemaiize th&
myth as their persona1 justification for dohg so.I2

superior race

-

Although researchers Heider, Festinger, and others - delved more
deeply into the operation of cognitive structures and processes, this iimited
application of the social psychological fiadings to the attitudes and behaviors

of the British upon th&

contact with the Native people provides some

indication of the mechanisms of how racism came to be their atitudiaal

approach. On the other hanci, there is iittle evidence to suggest that Native
peopie, during their initiai enCounter with the British, were inclinai to

proceed with cognitive processes beyond the categorïzation stage to those
which give rise to radam Rather, if a

.w h e . negative attributions were

formed, they were usuaiiy benign, chat is, non-threatening- That this was the
nile rather than the exception h d s support in descriptions of the beiief
systems and W t i o d teachîngs which Native peoples held in common,

whereia humari beuigs were regardeci as one among rnany components of

~reation.'~Accounts are HRU known, for examp1e. of how the Puritans, or
%.lgrims," were weii received by the Native nations by being provided with

materiai and informational assistance for their s w i v a i ,
Whüe reseatch has furaished a modd for understanding racism, it has
also constmcted one with which to concephiaüze and explain the &ects,

referred to as secondary within the c o n t a of this study. that negative
attitudes and behaviors have on the v i c t b The phenornenon referred to as

~e~fulfilling
prophecy is a us&

concept for understanding how

expectations tend to evoke the kinds of behaviors *ch

c o n h those

expectations. An eqerïment in wfiich video clips of a teachr's facial and
voice expressions were able to convey to vie-

(addts and chiidren alike)

whether the student king discussed by the teacher was heid in bigh or low

regard supporteci 0th-

similar shidies on the -cy

&&CL
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approximately forty per cent of cases, it has been observed taat bebaviors

reflecting a person's expectations affect the subject, even when the person
nies to conceal herlhis attitude aiid f e e l u i g ~ .Withul
~~
this percentage. those

with positive expectations of the observed's performance induce positive

behaviors. SimiIarIy, the anticipation of negative behaviors tends to cause
negative kinds of behaviors to occcur,

With regards to the British-Native people encounter, the question is

whether or not the &ects of ~ ~ f u l f ü l i nprophecy
g
extended nom the
individuai to the gmup and over a long period of tirne. Whiie studies into this
phenornenon have been appiïed to individuals, it is the case that any gmup is
cornprised of a collection of iadividuals each of whom makes certain

contributions,deriving fkom personal characteristics and behaviors, to the

overail character of that groupL6Thereforc the argument may be made that
as Native people were targeted witb radst and dirriminatory tteatment on a

consistent basis over several h&ed

pars by tbose who perceiveci them as

iderior, they came to acquire certain characteristics which were interpreted
by the British as innateiy negative attributes. Eowever, no studies designed

qm5ficaUy to indicate how gradual or immediate such a process occurs were

in evidence.
Other realities, partïcuIar1y the Native people's inrlination to ~ m nto
t

retain the& cultural W e f s and traditions, that is, to resist British attempts to
estabiish hegemonySncontrïbuted to the condition of economic and sociai
marginaiization in which they were almost immeriirrteiy siniated in addition,
how Native people reacted to and attempted to cape with prejudicial attitudes,

whidi, according to re~eafchers,are not al-

dispiayed in feeüngs of hate

or hostility, but in a seme of a'discomfo~unP=ilciness, disgusc and sometirnes
fear,'"L8
direct& toward t h e ! tended to reinforce those attitudes of British
superiority and beiiefis of Native peoples' Meriority. It wuid appear that the

result was a vicious arcle, that is, interactions between rhe two groups were
directeci in such a way as to aeate th&

own reality, whidi would continue as

long as those conditions persisted The reason these effkcts on Native people's
behaviors, explainabIe in terms of the seif-fulnlling prophecy, are idenütied

as secondary, as op-

to primary factors is important for both Native people

and govenunent officiaïs to understand, as noted at the beginning of this
study.

Other kdings by researches in the social sciences are helpfid in

explaining the continuation of negative treatment toward Native people by
members of the dominant group. Once a p a r t i a h negative stereotype has
been constructed, there are severai information processing biases which take
pkce, such as overestimating the fkequency with which instances whidi
c o d k m the stereotype o c m (dated to "availability heuristics," whereby

there is a tendency to judge the iikeiihood of an event in terms of its

availability in memoryLg),füling in misnrrg iaformation with that which
supports preconceived ideas, interpreting evidence to support an adopted
stereotype, and seiective recaii of iriformati~n.~~
Furthermore, using sodal

perceptions to regulate interactions with 0th-

probably deLimits their

behaviotai options because to a Large degree, p o p l e react according to how
they are treated "AU too often it is the 'victims' who are blamed for their
piight rather than the social expectations that have constrained th&
behaviod options,* according to a group of researchers in strmmari;iring one
application of th&

study on behaviorai c o n f i r m a t i ~ a ~ ~

Tbe establishment of "standard" speech, that is, a favored and

priviieged mumer of speaking the dominant hguage, by the dominant

group, has become another mechanism in delineating reiatiomhips between
Native people and AngIo Canarfians. Access to particular h d s of roies,

positions, and status is made available by the &te

- for example, the lawyen,

-

iaw makers, law interpreters, and so on to those who are most adept in the use

of standard speech whereby the Letter, as opposed to the spirit, of the law is

stres~ed.~
Rules estabiïsh the correct way to use the standard speech and aiose
who experience difficuities in terms of Ievel of fluency a.nd/or accent are
regarded as having broken those d e s and n o m aud are accorded negative

treatma~t.~~

in a report by the Department of Economics and Poiiticai Science at the
University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon, it k noted that there is a range of

acceptame, from patronizing toletance to ridia.de and scom, by non-Natives

of how Native people commody use the E3qiïsh languageZJ For example, due
to the carry-over of certain aspects of the Cree and Ojibway language patterns,

in which there is no àifferentiation between the sounds "V' and "â," and that
of 'km and "g," nor between mascuüne and ferninine third person pronouns, it
is commody problematic for those d o s e speak Cree or Ojibway as th&

first

language to apply them correctiy in spoken English As a miaority, then, they

speak the English ianguage with an accent not ranked amoag the favoreâ, a
la& of fluency, and a Limited vocabulazy and grasp of idiomatic expressions.
Ad inab'ity to readily understand that there is a valid reason for this

characteristic tendency not to use the dominant language according to the
d e s has reinforceci the negative attitude toward Native people, contributing

. -

to the discrimination they encounter on atl lweh and to the perception that

generaüy they are uiuilikeiy to have the neces-

~redentiais."~~

Cross-cultural psychoiogy, a reiatively new perspective in the fieid of
social science which stresses individuah within their socioculturat context,
has made important contributions toward understanding the mechanisms
which underfie racism, prejudice, and stereotyping. According to the authors

of one study?one makes attributions baseci on the group or sodaL category OC
which one is a member.

26

Tbis social categorization is reûected in the

uitimate attribution error, wtiereby, it is believed, one gives the benefit of

doubt to the members of one's own gmup but not to members of other gmups,

or more speciacally, positive behaviors by in-group mernbers and negative

behaviors by those of the outgroup are attributed to internat or dispositional
causes, while negative behavion by ingroup members and those that are

regarded as positive by outgroup members are amibuteci to extemal factors.27

The uiümate attribution error occurs when one of the interacting groups
holds a minority status and mers fbm disahbation, suggesting the

presence of the previously alluded to viaous cycle as an exphnation of why
relationships between Native people and non-Natives have not improved over
the. Stereotypes king regarded as se@perpetuating, it is the phenornenon

of sodal categorization which leads to SMIiocentrism, otherwke known as
ingroup favoritism or ethno~entrism.~~

Ethnocentrism has been another subject of study by social saentists
attempting to anrilyze intergroup attitudes, The term uethnocentrism"was used
by Sumner as a reference to the universal practice of regarding one's own
group W o r culture as central and superior to others. He said it to be the

view of things in which one's own group is regarded as the centre of

everything, and aü 0th-

are scaled and rated with reference to iteZgWith

regards to the Native communities of British North America, that Native people
were Ioyai and tightly bonded to th& Ida groups did not preclude the

tradition of feeling and expressing great honor when receiving vi~itors;'~
particukuly if the sojoumers had corne a long distance. Thus, while it may be
the case that various groups of Native peoples regarded themselves as The

People," this custom was not generaliy characterized by rausm.

A more speùfically usefui mesning for the term ethnocentrism is the
attempt to reiate to and understand members of other groups from the biased

conceptuai framework of one's own culture while projecting one's set of
values so that favoring one's perspectives distorts the true picture of the other

group?

For example. what was taken as evidence of Native people's

inferiority included the observation that Native culture was Iess
technologically developed. The common observation that the wheel was not in

use among the Native people of Canada was taken as substantiation of this idea

of inferiorio/. However, the source for a this kind of reasoning was in a
failure to take into account that the principles of a Native culture were

grounded in the relationship of the people with and, therefore, an attitude
toward th& physical envirol11i1ent.~~
The drawback in this thinking was in

fact grounded in ethnocentrism, In combination with racism, ethnocentrism

came to be a pronouced characteristic of the British attitude toward al1
indigenous people, the extrerniy of which precluded any possibility of a

peacefui coexistence and instead k a m e expresseci in aggressive behaviors

and repressive govemment poiicies designed to assimilate Native people into a
k g e r commtmity, freed of th&

nativeness.

While ethnocentrimi helps to defbe behaviors of the dominant group,
acculturation Iooks at the changes wbich take place when two distinct cultures

are in "continuous fusthand contact?3

Psychological acculturation is the set

of psychological changes which occur at the individual levei when a person's
group is undergohg ac~ulhiratioa3~
That these changes transpire at
different rates with each individuai is ïilustrated in the example of the eighty
year old Native mentioned by McDougaii, who, it appears, manageci to resist the

forces of religious psychological acculturation the longest of those within his
particular comrnunity. While the rest of his group had embraced Christianity,

it is Likely that his refusal to do so resulted in his being aiienated by his

Christianized kin. As govaunent poiicy became Cocused on assiniilation,
Native people were expected to conform to a system which placed high value

on individualism, an ideal which contrasted sharply with the collective sense
of self-identity and belongingness of the Native culture. This kind of pressure

wouid result in a sense of ~~alienation.

The abstract concept of d t u r e is about the p r b m y values and
practices which characterize a particular group of people,JSproviding them

with a framework for the development of basic meaning. Whether there is
emphasis on individualism or coiiectivism is an important aspect of one's
culture, the beliefs, values, and institutions of which give shape to one's selfidentity, making it possible to enjoy psychoiogical w d - k i n g ?

People with a

collectivist orientation define the self in terms of interdependence,
relationships, and roles within the c o ~ u n i t yand
, as a result tend to

experience mcuities

in an individualist culture where uniqueness is

stressed and problems are seen as being most effectively solved by taking
direct action, speakuig up for one's self, and confronting otherd7 For
example, in a classroom setting, success demands that one is able to stand out

and demonstrate a forcefbi m m e r of self-expression, a mode of behavior
alien to a member of a coliectivist culture in which the individual would score

most points by subordinating personal desires to that of the collective. Those
from coliectivist cultures would avoid adopting those kinds of behaviors as

seLfish or immature, and as threatening to harmonious relationships.
The reason it was unrealistic for deasion makers, who lacked

knowledge and understanding about Native people, to expect that Native people

wouid make a smooth or voluntary transition into the dominant culture when
govemment policy began to emphasize assimilation,lies to some extent in the

radical nature of the change demands placed on Native people, particuiarfy in
view of the fact that no cross-cuitUral orientation programs existed to

facilitate the transition. Thek beliefs, values, and worldview were

immediateiy under atbck, as a foreign set of behaviorai patterns, social sküls,

norms, self-expression, and thinking was expected to replace the old and the
famiiiar. As noted by Cross, when behaving in an appropriate way is
inconsistent with one's self-views. extreme discornfort is experienced18 It is

highly problematic to leam new soàal slrüls and generaüze them beyond

specifc situations because one must virtually become a cognitively different
person in order to do so, Native people thus underwent prolonged

psychological stress as they attempted to cope with these adjustments, since
the required changes did not occur as a result of a freely made decisioa
Thus racism, ethnocentrism, and other phenornena such as dienation,

as weii as a Iack of understanding were key prïmary factors affecting British
behavior toward Native people, whiie the self-fulfiig prophecy and

psychological acculturation are important secondary factors which describe

the ways in which Native people reacted to the treatment they received at the
bands of the British. As such, each of these types of variables a f k t e d how
Native people and govenunent officiais interacted and how the latter made
poiicy decisions which affected the former?'

The impact of econornic interests and beiïef systems of the British
colonialists on the relationships between govermuent offiaals and the Native
people came CO be reflected in how these officiais and agents desigmd,

structured, and camed out policies which had bearing on the Native people.
Some of these policies are investigated here to discover how th&
impIementation affectai Native people because to estabiïsh the nature of this

impact is to identify the instriunentality of these policies in the emergence of
certain behavioral pactems of Native people. That is, there was the emergence

of a set of secondary factors, which themseives aerted influences on how
Native people and govemment offiaals interacteci and continue to interact

with one another at the present.

The historical relationship between Native people and the British
occurred in roughly two phases, as implied by DyckL. The initial stage,
centering itseif around the fur trade, was characterized by the dative
autonomy of Native people in compatison to the second phase in which

policies were designed to -and

and intensw the movement of British

setders into British North America for the purpose of establishing the

preferred "white settler colony." Success in promoting immigration from
Britain meant the provision of some g w a n t e e of safety from enemy attacke2
Whiie those which advanced immigration and settlement destroyed the Native

people's means of livelihood, usuaily, as mentioned earier, without consent or
any form of compensation.' other policies providing safety from attack

dlowed for the establishment of a military presence to help ensure that the

Native people wouid leave the^ ancestral lands in as peacefiil and orderly a
fashion as possible? As a direct consequence of this dispossession,British

settlers were able to enjoy relative economic prosperity and privilege while

the Native people, according to Zabar.5 were relegated to a state of
pauperization and exploitation which continues,to a Iarge extent, to tbis &y.
Although a fundamental objective of these policies was the advancement of
British economic interests, th& implementation consistently had negative

consequences on Native people This is indicative of the underlying beliefs
and attitudes that the British entenaineci about Native people and suggestive of
their behaviorai tendenaes toward the indigenou people at all levels of

intera~tion.~
After the fur trade ceased to be important, land becarne the central

means for satisfying British appetite for control and possession. As Native
people attempted to negothte treaties fkom a position of political and economic
disempowerment, fast traditional lands, then 'surplus" (as defined by the

non-Natives) reserve lands were increasingly targeted for compulsory
wholesale disp~sition.~
The reserve land system was deviseci as a mechanism
with which to confine Native people to iaaeasingly smder geographical

locations, deemed at the time to have the least economic value or potential for
development, until they had become suniaently civiiized to become members
of the larges society of British peopleS8imbued and fortified with solid British
prinaples and values. This condition was roughly paralle1 in nature to that

placed on each of Britain's colonies, required to reach an uadvancedstage of
its social progress" before k i n g given the right to exercise the privilege of

self-g~vernment.~
Establishg political contro1 over the affairs of Native people for the

purpose of bringiag about assïmiiation was therefore a major imperative of

the govemment throughout the period spanaing approximateiy a hundred

years, h m the latter part of the nineteenth century to the decades foiiowing
the Second World War- However, the phrase "casier said than done" is

appropriate in descrïbing the difndties encountered in the attempt to
impIement assimilation by officÏais of the Department of Indian Affairs (the

Department). As is often the case when officiai actions ladi coherence and
consistency, the Department's contradictory practicesl*in regards to
assimiiative policies would result in greater confusion and sense of
uncertaiLlty among Native people at the comrnunity level. Pressman and

Wildavsky pointed out that goais and objectives may be deariy envisioned
whiie the predicted or desired consequemes (the impIementation) may be

fraught with breakdown, failure, slippage, deiay, and so on.ll
Satzewich and Mahood point to a major example of inconsistency

between policy and practice. While the offlcial poücy was to orientate Native
people toward the elective system of government at the band level in order to
instïii the virtues of the British version of representative democracy within

the Native politicai consciousness, Lndian agents were given broad
discretionary powers to depose any and al1 eiected leaders who refused to carry

out Department directives which did not represent the interests of W v e
constituenues and to install men who would act as extensions of the
Department. Thus, meaningfd participation in a representative form of
government was denied to the Native people as a result of this practice even as
they were expected to develop

SUS
in and a preference for that parricular

kind of political participation. A specific detail of this practice was the

implicit promotion of British sotiety's patriarchal system which effectively
froze women out of political Leadership and dedion-making. This custom,

which generated difficulties in male-fernale political and soaal relationshïps
that persist to this day,Iz helped to undermine the solidarity within Native
CO

mmunities.
Pettipas points to an m p I e of how officiais attempted to eaforce th&

assunilative policy on Native people. Iii an 1895 amendment to the Indian Act,
a set of regdations designed to alfow the govermanent to admwster the
concerns of Native people down to the minutest details, the Canadian

government deciared certain religious customs, such as the Potlatch

celebrations and aspects of the Sun Dance, illegal.I3 This suppression of
fkeedom of reiigious and other forms of cultural expression was m e n t to

nit at

the very h e m of the Native identity because the intimate comection between

ceremonid expression and the viabiiity of the Native economic, political, and
social structures which compriseci the coUectivity was well understood by
Department

The extent of the negative effects, in tenns of

psychologicai, s o c i a l , and emotional ûaumatization, of efforts to assimilatte the

Native people into mainstream society has oniy relatively recently been
assesseci and properly under~tood.~~
Indudeci in this category are policies

which set up the residential school system whereby childten were physicaiiy
separateci from theu parents for long perïods of tirne; prohibited from
practicing or displaying any aspect of th& culture induding speaking their

language; and subjected to rigid Victorian discipline, harsh punishment, and
other forms of psychologicaIiy damaging abuse.
That the implementation of certain polilles affected the Native people

in negative ways was directly related to the inauence that prevalent attitudes
toward and beliefs about Native people had on how Department and

government officiais and agents spoke. For example, Superintendent of
Indian Affairs Laird, Member of Parkament Snider. Secretary of State

Langevin, and others di made statements which implied that the Native people
cornplaineci for no good reason, Hwe incapable of appreaating the m e value
of land, and would succumb to a proclivity for indolence if given funds from

land saies. l6

These and other similar ideas revealed that the focus of concern

for these men was in managing the affairs of Native people rather than in
promoting or protecting th& interests and weli-being.
Within rnainstream Canadian soâety, the name Duncan Campbell Scott

may have evoked images of poetic sensitivi~,"but such was hardly the case

for the Native people whose lives f d under the direct Muence of Scott's
lengthy administration,the objective of which he saw, as late as 193 1, to be the

transformation of Native people into "good British utizens."" That his poetry
dealing with the Native people was invariably set in a context of violence,
tragedy, fear, death, and stormsL9tended to leave the impression that the

Native people's condition of marginaiïzation and poverty was the prelude to
the inevitability of their doom as a people. Bringing about th&

demise as a

distinctive group appears, in fact, to have been Scott's central objective

throughout his years as the Deputy Superintendent of Indian Affairs.
Whether Scott was radst, condescending, or both, how he depicted his
perceptions of Native people in his poetry is intimately connected to how he
camed out his duties as head of the Department Scott favored greater control

over the lives of Native people and, acknowledging that Native people were
affecteci by a fear of the weh-mih-tih-kuh-zhili'~~~
authority, called for a

policy which would prohibit ail forms of cultural practices, including the use
of traditional costumes. in order to ensure that Native people would apply the*

time and energies as laborers in agriculhiral programs?

There can be no

doubt that Scott's abhomence and derision of traditional ceremoniais, derived
from his inabiüty or unwillingness to comprehend their meaning and his

detennination to suppress their observances.n played a significant role in the

psychoiogicai uaumatitation Native people experinced as a resuit of his
efforts to assimflate them into extinction,
It is the case then, that policies planned and effectuateci to manage the

Native people were iofluenceci by the economic interests and beüef systems of

the immigrant British who had arrived in North America to estabiish th&
dominance, .4 positive correlation emerges between the imperatives of
government and a process of cultural, social, psychologicaI, and economic
degradation which the Native people undement. This in tum and led to the

adoption of certain modes of behavior in efforts to cope with these realities
wit)iin the contevt of their Native identity, Furthermoce, that the assimilation

sought by state offiaais did not transpire as p h e d resulted in &e
fundamental amibution error whereby these behaviors by Native people were
regarded as attributable to inherent intemal factors rather than to

externalities, thus rendering effective communication between the two
cornmunities more probiematic. A look into the events relating to the massive
hydro-eiectric project begun during the iate 1960s in northeni Manitoba

indicates the persistence of an histo&tl approach toward the Native people
which negîects th&

interests and weii-being.

CASE STUDY=

5.1

THE NOR-

MANITOBA BYDRO-ELECTRIC PROJECT

Background

The m=inner in which government officiais planned and implemented

the major investrnent project which wuid aiiow Manitoba Hydro, a provinciai
crown corporation, to deveïop

the Churrhill and Nelson River systems of

northem Manitoba (the Project) indicates that some of the primary factors,

and the secondary factors derived from them, which infïuenced government
and mainsrneam Canadian society relationships with Native people have

existed into the latter haif of the twentieth century. By examining the
approach taken by officiais throughout the various stages of the Project, it

becomes evident that the basic interactionai patterns of the past have
contlliued. Economic (and political) objectives have persistentiy dominated
deaüngs between political representatives and bureaucratie officiais and the

Native people who were situated to feel most immediately and profoundly the

destructive impact of an undertaking desaibed as the largest of its kind in

North America.' I t may be that in recent years racism has become more covert
and systemic, it having been noted that racism occurs not only in the attitudes
and assumptions held by people, but that it also becomes re-ueated, sustaioed,

and reinforced subconsaously in normal everyday thought processes and
c~nduct.~

The type of information gathered and the mamer in whÏch it was
generated

venS; that officiais of both govemments and crown agenaes had

the tendency to neglect meitningfui consultation with Native people as they

proceeded with the various phases of the Project. Therefore, three sc-

studies WU
be examineci to indicate that these kinds of actions and tbuiking

patterns are not ud.ike those of officiais deaüng with Native people centuries
in the North= The Churchill River
eatLier- These studies are Tra~l~itions
Diversion and the Peo~Ieof South Indian Lake. Studv of Alternative

Diversions, and Social and Economic Studies. Addîtionally, it will be shown that

the Northern Flood Agreement (NFA), signed by officiais of both provinaal
and fderai l e v a of govefament, Manitoba Hydro, and the Native people as
fepresented by the Northern Fi&

Cornmittee (NFC), reveals a tendency to use

terms that present the non-Native signatories in a more favorable iight and to

bring out the power imbalance which existeci betweea Native people and

offiaals. Ln addition, the chronologicai sequence of events substantiate that
oEcials did not assign a high pnority to the interests of the Native people,

that group which wodd feel the negative impact of the project on th&
traditional lands and in th&

naily lives most directly and immediately, that

group the welfare of whom federai officiais were given the mandate to protect.
However, before undertaking an examination of these aspects of the Project,

some description of the physical feattues of the river systems which were
targeted for this activity and the type of wildiife found within the affecteci

areas is necessary in order to provide some indication of why the project was
important in the miads of offias in terms of potentiai for deveiopment and
to contextuaiize

the significance of the environmentai modifications to the

Native people in terms of the potential for negative consequemes on their
communities,

The ChurchilI River, beginning at Beaver Lake in northeastem Alberta,

flows across the northem portions of the prairie provinces, enters Manitoba
just West of Pukatawagan at an elevation of approxhnately 920 feet above sea

l e v a and terminates on the western shore of Hudson Bay.'

Several hundred

miles to the south, flowing sornewhat paraiiel, the Nelson River provides the
outlet into Hudson Bay

for Lake Wyinipeg, ïake Winnipegosïs, and M e

Manitoba, as well as for the Red, Saskatchewan, and W i i p e g river systemsl

The fact that the stretch of land whïch separated the Churchïii River waters at
Southern uidian LakeS from those wentuaiiy merging into the Nelson River
was low and short was seferreci to as an "engineer's dreamn from the
standpoint of the possibility of diverting the flow of the former by as much as

30,000cubic feet per second (ds)
and enlarging the latter by up to 500%? The
potentiai for the generation of hydro elecaic power from a project involving

up to fourteen generating stations was estimated to be within a range of 6,000

and 8,400 megawatts in its design ~apaaty.~
(Please see Figure 1 for a map in
which the generating stations and control structures are shows)
Terhnicaf reports based on a series of studies induding those which

looked at land contour and elevation indicated that the envisioned project,
substantidy complex and gigantic by any standard,would be optimized by

regulating Lake Winnipeg and diverting the Churrhill River into the Nelson

River via the Rat River tributary of the Burnt~loodRiver- Augmenthg the
flows on the Nelson River to increase the energy capability of generating
stations downstream from Split Lake and meet the "Ioad growth and export

requirements" anticipated as a result of data extrapolation wouid entail several
key comp~nents.~
These would include a control structure at Missi FNs on the

Churchill River to raise the water levels of Southern Indian M e , a diversion
channe1 to connect Southern Indian Lake at South Bay to the Rat-Burntwood

river system headwaters at Issett Lake, control structures at Notigi on the Rat

River, a two mile channel at the outlet of m e Winnipeg to provide a

connection to Piaygreen Lake and augment winter flows hto the Neison

River, and a series of generating stations and dams to generate eiectric power
on the lower Nelson River as it flows ioto Cross Lake and ultùnateiy to Hudson

Bay at York Faccory?
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Figure 1 Hydro Generating Stations and Controi Structures
(Source: Deparnnent of Indian Affairs and Northern Development)
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According to Underwood McLellaa & Associates, Limiteci, the annual

preProject growth and reproduction rates among fiora and fauna throughout
the regions of the ChurchiU and Neîson rivers basin of northern Manitoba

were regarded as signifiant and their populations stabie over time in spite of
the harshness of the e x z v i r a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ eAa subsistence
t.~~
economy among the Native

communities was wdi within the capacity of the area to support Swerai
species of edible fur-bearing mammals aboudeci, such as beaver, O=,

muskrat, and mink, as weii as big game ivumlic such as moose, caribou, and
bear, while smaii game animll indudeci grouse, ptarmigan, rabbit, and

porcupine, Other sources of food wwe wateffowi such as various kinds of

du&

and geese, for which the uncontaminated shorelines of hundrds of

lakes provided suitable nesting areas as URU as a numiring habitat in *ch
whitefish, pickerei, northem pike, laLe trout, goldeye, tullibee, and other

varieties of food fish thrived.ll Flora typicaiiy indudeci blueberry, wiid rose,

trembiing aspen, spruce, jack pine, birch, cedar, and a host of other forms of
plant growth. Archeological discovekies indicated ehat the waterways

provided navigation routes for Native communîties for several thousands of
~ears.~'
The iinkage berneen a healthy and ViabIe natutal environment such
as the one which existed befose the Project and the pursuit of a subsistence

economy has been established in technical reports based on monitoring
progams effectuated in partial fiSUment of the terms of the Norehem R w d
Agreement ( N A ) ."

in order to more dearly determine the degree to which the Project
would corne to a&ct the lives of the Native peopIe, it is necesary to Look at its
impacts on the natural environment in which traditional aspects of Native

lives were largeîy grounded. Then each of the reports. based on studies
commissioned by goverrunent officiais and agencies, are examine&

to establish

the extent to whïch officiais have maintained an historical attitude in which
there has been a disregard for the basic rights of the Native people as human
beings and a belief that one value system is not simply different from but also
inherently superior to another.

5.2

Studies and Remrts

ui 1970, the obsemation was made that Canadian governments neglected

to promote studies of reservoirs on a large scale or coordinated basis sunilar to
those conducted in the United States and RussiaL4Nevertheiess, reports based

on studies which were undertaken by various consulting finns or
goveCIllflent agenaes and departmena provided an indication of the

magnitude of the detrimentai effects brought about by the Project These
secondary research results show that, for example, in areas where water levels
were increased, by as much as 15 metres in some Locations, due to either water
flow diversion or impoundment, shorelines and river beds became eroded and

suspended sediment and turbidity increased, while there were areas found to

contain greater amounts of either calcium, magnesium, aiuminum,
phosphorus, iron, algai productivity, or organic and inorganic carbon.15
Other effects induded water hardness, change in color and ion concentration,
oxygen depletion, and a decrease in major nutrient content. A strong

reiationship between mercury methylation and mercury presence in smaii

fish, as w d as a positive correlation between mercury levels in fish and the
degree of flooding were e~tablished.~~creased
water levels brought about

the formation of vast stretches of mud flats, higher s u m m e r water
temperatures, greater occurrences of winterW of fish, a s WU as reduced
reproductive and feeding habitat accessibility and avaiiability for fish.

plankton, and benthos, that is, srnail piants and animals which live on the

bottom of large bodies of water-L7

That the Project brought about not oniy increases in the rate of water
levd fluctuations, but also in some cases, reversais of the seasonal regime and,

consequentiy, changes fmm the relativly predictable naturai ice regime to
random conditions of slush and thin ice throughout the winter season was said

to have been responsible for hanging ice dams, which occur when ice formed

at high water levels becomes suspended above the water when the levels have
been teduced, as well as for ice wall formations and the general havoc on

aquatic resour~es.~~
Shoreline stability was radicdy affecteci as water becarne
clogged with debris.Ig By evaluating water quality indicators such as odor,

color, taste, nitratenitrite, and coliform bacteria, it was judged that
avaüabiiity of quaiity drinl;ing water had k e n advenely affected at Cross
Lake.2o Other effects mentioned by tbis study include increased erosion rates

and debris accumulation.
These technical reports recordeci several ercamples of changes the

consequences of which were either neumal or unknown and of the fact thac
different methodologies were often used by various testing agencies.
Nevertheless, their overall findings strongiy suggested that the net effects of

the Project were destructive to the physicai envir~nment-~~
One must also bear
in mind that research teams collecting technicl data could not indude in

their studies the observations of members of the affected cornmunities since
doing so would result in m k h g the research constraint levels k i n g used and
therefore in runniog the risk of producing distorted or rneaningless

That îs, anecdotat evîdence would be usefid for naturalistic
obsemations and case studies but not for hïgh constraint studies using

experimentai research rnethods. Thus, whiie these study results were

invaluable in making certain types of assessments Ui feasibili~studies, by
their nature they iadred idormation about socio-economic impacts to present

a sufficiently comprehensive picture of aU the a e c t s brought about by the

Project.
Any disruptions in the environment, particularly those of the

magnitude resulting nom the Project, occur in the form of, as noted above,

changes in water flow regime, turbidity and sedimemation, and alternathg
floodiag and dewatering. Habitat alterations, land loss, and changes in ice
regime and water quality al1 e e c t the wildlife and fsheries in

temis

of

quantity, productivity, location, and quality, and this in tum has

repercussions on harvesting activities. The final phase in the fiow of cause

and effect occurs along the sociaVculturaVpoliticai dimensions23for those
who wished to practice a subsistence-based economy and remain within the

areas emarked for inundation. Therdore. an integrative approach, in

which there is a process invoiving prediction, monito~g,and evduation in
combination with a mechod whereby issues are dealt with in an
interdisciplinary as well as in a Legally and technicaiiy supportable mumer,

was considered by one expert to be most appropriate in determuiing the
efEecu of the Project on Native comm~nities.~~

This imperative, however, was largely ladcing until the late 1980s and

early 1990s,several yean after initial phases of the Project and the resultant
flooding had already takm place, in spite of the requirements d e f i in the

NFA. It is therefore possible to maice the claim that Manitoba Hydro and the
two levels of government were negïigent

in, among other W g s , providing

sufficient baseiine information in which to ground those types of aieaningfui
studies chat Native people required to properly assess the extent to which they

would e~perience,and therefore could take appropriate action against, the

negative impacts of the Project on their right to pursue the Iifestyie demands
of huntïng, fishing, and trapping. The first of the three snidies being
eYatniLLed, Transition in the North= The Churchill River Diversion and the

People of South Indian Lake, looked into tiow the relocation of the Native
people of the South Indian Lake community oughc to have been carried outPrepared by a group of consuitants for the Maaitoba Development Authority
(MDA) in 1967. it reveals chat the old historical approach taken by officials of

governent toward the Native people was still in effect.

En a letter to the Deputy Minister of the MD& the authors set the tone of
th& report by stating very specificaUy that "the communities of N a t i v e

people that evist throughout Manitoba ...have no future .,. " and that the

"reservation and remote settlement are anacbtoaisms ... "25 Furthermore,
they stated that Native people on reserves were "wastedhuman beings" whose

ambitions and aspirations needed to be awakened if a Vestering sore of
discontentment and frustration" was to be avoided.

2G

Implied by these s.pes

of statements by professional consultants in the employ of the provincial
governent was tbat the pursuit of a traditional way of M e among the Native

people was of absoluteiy no economic vaiue (thetefore no value of any sort),

and that it was the duty of soüecy - or more specifically, Manitoba Hydro - to
bring about the needed changes by breakhg up the community and
traditional way

of Life of Native people- Thus, according to this perspective,

the flooding of this commtraity was a foregone conclusion and beneficial for
everyone, including the Native people themselves and Canadian society at

large. It cannot be surprising, moreover, that there appeared to be littie
concern for the spirituai and cultural harm resrilting from a carefuily
pianned and executed series of activities which would cause the destruction of

the Native people's homeland as officials of Manitoba Ky&o and the provincial

govemment pwsued their economic objectives, These are examples of the

attitudes about Native people extant among those who gave advice to officiah
of one of the province's largest crown corporations during the latter 1960s.

There was also a suong message throughout the study that the only way
to f u i f i one's potential as a human being was to become part of the economic

system of the Canadian "technocraticnSociety and that CO take up such a role

in the productive process was to "adiieve fidi statu^."^^ In the section titled
'Avaüabiiity of Jobs,"in which categories defii.uedhow the Native people were

perceived in terms of theh suitability for the types of jobs to b e generated, it
was stated that 40% of the jobs could 'easily be handled by the Native people

with littie or no training or ~etraining."~~
This may w& have been glad
tidings for the offi-

of the MDA and Manitoba Hy&o in that there appeared

to be a potentially available source of on-site, acclimateci labor, requiring Little

in the line of training, and standing by to be utilized for production.
(However, it was subsequentiy discovered that only 140 of a total of 464 Native
people were interesteci in accepthg a job!")
[n seeking

the most appropriate relocation program, the predomiriant

conceni of the authors appears to have k e n to adhere to soiid economic
principles. A discussion of what was perceived to be the ideal program is

replete with phrases such as "optimum allocation of human resources,"
"utilizationof physicd resources," "a Ievei of performance closer to that in
the rest of the economy,"a method of programming human resources
c'without prejudice to achieving maximum economic development," utilizatioa
of the "labor resources of the Native people," and so on? Other notable

comments included in the study were those which characterized Native
societies as "sùnplistic," the relocation as a continuous process, the
development of the North to indude the creation of "full and useful citizensn

who would be able to get the job cornpleted at a "regular, prescribed tirne.""'

AIthough the study describing Native people as industrious;autonomous;and
highiy inclided toward the practice of mutual assistance, cooperation, and an

individual assessment of each situation as it arises sounds remarkably similar
to today's management principle of empowefment, these characteristics were

ultimately dismissed as inappropriate to Rydro's needs.

It m u t also be noted that the fate of the South Innian M e community
(SE)had aiready been deaded by officials and representatives of governrnent

and that the purpose for conducting this series of studies was not to consider

the opinion of the community members but to inform them of the pians for
th& future and to formuiate the best, that is, the most &&nt,

method of

transforrning them h m a traditional existence to one better suited to the

market economy. Moreover, the flooding of the S E was ref'ed to as an
'opportunity" for the provincial govenunent to test new concepts of how to

resolve some of the "problems of the Native

This was the

predisposition of govemment consultants wbo gave advice on how to manage

the Native people. Once again, non-Natives took for granted chat it was they,
not the Native people themselves, who Lnew what was in the best interests of
Native people, another exampie of behaviors arising from ethnocentrism and
the belief that

one's own perspective and mrldviews were superior.

The second study for examination is tidd Studv of Aiternative
Diversions. Its authors were compriseci of a team of professional engineering

and pianning consdtants, Underwood, McLeilan, and Associates, engaged by
Manitoba Hydro to discover alternative locations for the proposcd Churchill

River diversion. This muiti-volume study indicated that one of the objectives
was to find a compromise in order to dectuate the alternative to %est serve
the interests of the people of Manit~ba,"~~
although the task of providing a

precise definition of what is in "the best interests of the people* is itself
generaüy recognized as highly problemati~,~
k i n g a mattet better deoded
by politicai leaders. not technocratdS The study,consisting of at least three

large volumes, suggested that the criterion in choosing the most appropriate
diversion site was the one which would be most econornical in providing for

the projected electricai energy needs of the province. This was also identifiecl
as the ultimate objective of the study? For the Native people residing within
the areas expected to be affkted by the Project (the zone),it was signincant
that the authors acknowledged that there were resources which carried
differing values to different people. For example, even though it was

aduiowledged that fishing may have had far greater significance for Native
people than mere monetary value, the study evaluated the expendabüity of

fishing activities only in terms of their contribution to the province's future
ec~norny.~~
Another area of concern for the Native people is to be found in the

section of this study in which the socio-ec:onomic effects of the Project on
Native cornmur&ies were identified. The authors stated that sociologists,

planners, comrnunity development officers, businessmen, the Manitoba

Department of Mines and Naturai Uesources, Manitoba Hydro, sub-contractors,
and commercial enterprises were aU referred to for expert uiputJ8 That the
possibility of the sociosconomic effects on the Native communities might be

negative, that is, disruptive and unsatisfactory, is expressed in speculative
terms. Moreover, that the Native people themselves were not included in this
List of participants is indicative of not oniy an approach toward the Native

people which has consistently relegated them to a secondary or passive role
but aiso a shortcoming in the methodology. It is logical to assume that the
study would have had greater weight and credibility had it also contained

information obtained directiy k o m the Native people themseives rather than

renditions about them as constructed from the perspective of nomNative
professionals operating from a different culture.

In addition, this substantial study forewarned that "abrupt and major"
changes resulting from the Project w o d d occur in a very short period of t h e

and pronounceci that certain aspects of those changes, that is, the inevitable
divuption in the soàal and economic iives of Native people due to the water

resource development wouid pmbabfy be even more "acute" than those which

nanspired from 0th-

fonns of regional devei~prnent?~The authors' impticit

waniing appears to have been that unless the Native people tmk it upon

ehemselves to prepare for the coming dematlds by immediately aitering their

economic and social structure, they would soon fuid that it wouid be done for
them.-

This tone is not entirely dissimiiar to that with which Duncan Scott

went to lengths to reprimand Lac Seul's headman for faihg to stop reiigious
ceremoniais almost a century earlier. Certainly the message remains: Change,

or else (it may not be very pleasant for you).
The third and finai work king examined are portions of the Social and
Economic Studies. a series of studies conducted in response to the two million
dollar agreement signed by the govemments of Manitoba and Canada in 1971.
A paper written in

1973 by a group of researchess, Nesbitt Educational

Enterprises L t d , titied "Social impact Program," appeared as Section "G"of

Volume 3, Appendix 8 of the series. Its production was a partiai fuLfillment of

the purpose of the 1971 agreement, that is, to give authorkation to the lake
Winnipeg, Churchill and Nelson Rivers Study Board (LWCNRSB)to snidy the
&eca of the Project on water and related resource uses. recommend ways of

enhancing the overall benefits, identify potential opportunïties of the
development, and recommend remedial rneasures to minimize undesirable

effects?
The fact that the recommendations k i n g requested were to se&
potemiai opportunities and improvement of benefits meaut that much of the

focus would be on the positive attributes of the Project From its incipience,

then,this particuIar research process would be to some extent W t e d in its
value to the Native people since tenns such as abenet" and "potential

opportunities" are in fact subjective in nature, It is iinlikeiy that either nonNative consultants or officiais had the same conception of what comprised an

absolute benefit or potential oppormnity as that of tradition-orientated Native
people- In addition, the extent to rvhich input fiom the Native people
themselves had been appfied in formulating the set of evaiuative criteria for
providing basic operationai definitions must be questioned Keeping these
points in mind, therefore, examination of the study reveals its underlying
etbnocentric biases both in its content and in its methodology.
Acres Consuking Services

Ltd. contributed to the strrdy by making the

recommendation that there be a long term monitoring program of the Mestyle

and d t u r a l values of the northern Native communities af5ected by hydro
project~;'~Such a monitoring program would not k e n regarded as helphd by
Native persons in th&

hunting and fis)iing activities. Rather, it is more

Ueiy that such persons would react by seing it as a promise of yet another
intrusive study. On the other &and,it is reasonable to specuiate tüat

implementing such a recommendation would pmvide employment
opporrunities for those in the consulting profession for many years into the

future,

In order to devdop a study of the sociai impacts of the Ekoject, the net
impact upon the quaüty of life of the communities needed to be assessed The
authors acknowledged the mculty

in precisely defining or measuring

"quality of Mp"and stated that there were some aspects which were indeed

mea~urable?~However, in choosing which aspects the reseiucfiers wouid
study, it does not appear to be the case that they c o d t e d the Native people

for their ideas as to what comprised quaiity of üfe. Had the authors made this
inquiry, they probably wouid have discovered a vuhole other set of aspects,
since the ieiativdy more traditionai peopIe of that period wouid have had a

greater tendency to remin a sense of value for those eiernents relatuig to
capabiiïty to pursue, for example, hunting and fishing activities in a InacuIer

non-dis~ptiveto the environment, or to the keedom to pursue harvesting
activities in a heaithy and balanceci ecological system?

The study was structured in a way that m u l d faalitate communication
among people with t e c f i n i d and professionai competencies in disciplines
such as sociology,* not in ways which would promote more meanindialogue with or a better understanding of the Native people. The importance

of W

g govemment staff wrking with the Native people, in order to utiüze

the experience and "practical perspective" attained from th& work in,

presumably, attempting to find soiutions to the employment and COLI~ITLUIU~~
development probiems of the norttiem communïties was ~nderscored.~~
Tt was
suggested, furthermore, that a consultative sub-cornmittee be s t r u c k to assist

in &ectuating

the social impact program.

A List of prospective members included the provinciai Assistant Deputy

Minister of Northem Affairs and other officiais from the Department of

Health, Department of Indian Affairs and Northem Development (DWND),
Department of Mines, Resources and Enviromentai Management, PhDs from

the Universis. of Manitoba departmenu of Sodology and Anthropology, as
w d as fi-om the Centre

for Settlement Studieâ ïndividuals with tfiis b d of

experience would then have the task of providing advise oa what programs

wodd be relevant and of reviewing and evaluating the research program.

Even though it was acknowledged that it wodd be "advisable"to include some

Native people on the s ~ b - c o ~ t t the
e e chances
~~
that a Native person wouid
have satisfied the criteria for inclusion were remote, in view of the fact that
reiatively few were formaiiy weii educated at that tirne, However, the

statement was made without qiialification that the Native people's
representation wouid be provided by officials of the provincial Department of
Nonhem Affairs and DIAND as well as by a professor of education, although

an acadernic from Afiica, a Dr, Monu, was judged able to € e h a "different
native ~iewpoint,"'~The fact that the reviews, euperiences, and evaiuations of

the Native people themselves vvere exduded throughout the planning and
deusion-making phases of the social impact program impïies that it was the
professionals, goversment employees, and academics who knew how best to
solve the problems witfiin the Native commun.ities, Again, the historical

patemaiistic attitude characteristic of officiais was being demonstrateci.
A seminar attendeci by several academics, officials of both federal and

provincial govemments and of Hydro, and the chahperson of the LWCNRSB

was held in which the issue of monitoring the M e styïe of the Native people
was discussed at length, It was emphasized that those who wodd coUect the

data be ucompetent,"and, if it were "at ail possible," that such persons be Cree

spealring Native pers on^;'^ Although no Native people thernselves, if they did
not possess an advanced university degree or hold high ranking positions in
govemrnent, were considered q M e d to participate in
to design a program monitoring their

a seminar discussion

lifestyle, it was agreed that they wouid

be best in performing the actual face-to-face gathering of information, given
the suspidous and uncooperative attitude of some of the Native people as a
result of past experiences with government staff.

The questions, identified as relevant for the program only as they could
be related to the Project, covered a wïde range of topics, from general and
routine matters to those which may be described as personai and private- For
example, questions were asked about seif-suffiaeacy, diet, methods of conflict
resoluaon, ceremonies, styles of Living, types of relationships, sense of
obiigation, methods of le;irning, cophg with boredom, values, attitudes,

endemic diseases, alcohol, iiiegitimate children, strangers, tourists, violation
of the reservations, and so on. h effect, impiementing the recommendation

for a social monitoring program would, once again, expose and subject the
Native people to a litany of observations, probes, and questions caiculated to

extract information the purposes of which they had reasons for q u e s t i ~ n i n g . ~ ~
The underlying basis of the rationale for the sociai impact program

snrdy, the criteria used for choosing such indicators as family income, and the
decision to conduct a socio-economic anaiysis is the market economy, a
concept that was, and still is to varying degrees, foreign to the chinking of
Native people. During the eariier phases of the Project, this was the case to a
much larger extent due to the concomitantly Iesser amount of contact with and

Uifluences by the dominant Wety. If the amount of attention and the degree

of accuracy with which the researchers conducted theu studies did not
necessarily correiate positively to the perceived helpfulness of their fmdings
in the rninds of Native people adverseiy affecteci by the Project, it wouid be, in
part, for this reason. That the market logic couid be an aiien concept to Native

people continueci, it wouid seem, to be in lwlf an incomprehensible concept to

govemment officiais and those to d o m they t m e d for advice and guidance.
As a final brief look at the studies undertaken for the LWCNRSB, some

staternents are Worth comment because they indicate what approach was taken
in the discussion of fundamentai concepts such as social change. For e-xample,

one group of authors stated that cultures must change if they are to have the
capability of dealing successfidiy with those cultures more technologically

advanced, that is. if there is to be survivai as a culture and as a people?

It was

pointed out that the disappearance of a number of Am&can innian trïbes

during the latter years of the nineteenth century is evidence of this notionHowever, the writers proceeded to say that failing to change wuid bring

about an even more debilitating consequence on a culture unable or unwluiog
to change thaa the fate of disappearance, namdy? to be taken over and

dominated by a stronger group of people Thecefore, according to the
reasoning of these researchers, the changes brought to bear on the Native
communities by the Project were simply an acceleration of the inevitable- if

they wished to avoid disappearing or king taken over by another system,
they needed to change and become part of that system.

[n short,

the choice for

the Native people was to change or be changed."

These authors saw future shock, d e f i as a collective state of mind,

that is, a form of collective psychologid disorientation created by 'too rnuch
change o c a m h g too fast," as a t h e phenornenon and a product of souetal

changes takuig place at an accelerated rates3 To make this kind of attribution
is to gloss over or completely ignore the responsibiiity of offirials who made
the kind of deasions which resulted in the "premature arrivai of the futuren
into northem Native communïties. The fact of this arriva1 was not simply by

chance but rather occurred as a consequence of a whole &es

of carefiiily

laid pians, in this case, by Hydro in concert with goverament oificials. Ef
there was an iuclinattion to attribute the rapid rate of changes effectuated on

the Native communities to forces beyond the control of o=ci=lls making key
dedsions, then those forces may be identified as the kinds associateci with

visions of economic profit in the min& of power developers and government

officiais €rom, in thïs case, the domestic and foreign energy consumption in

the south. However, it is preasely this type of thinkuig that has ailowed
"megaprojects" such as the Project to take place in spite of the environmental
impacts and effects on the lives of Native people.

The same authors stated that the terms "moderaization,""economic
growth," and "development" were see. as interchangeable and integral to any

discussion on social change. It was the fast paced uuicorporationnof the north
into the global comrnunity that speiied the doom of the isolated and

"'bacLward'" tribal communities and uobsoIete"- albeit cornplex - civilizations
of the Native people of northem ManitobaY In order to avoid a simiiar
tendency to overlook the origins of the underlying forces which brought

about this incorporation, what must be identifieci within the context of this
anaiysis are the decisioa makers M

d this m g e r phenomenon and th&

motivations. Moreover, the dixussion appeared to assume the universai
validity of the perspective that there was
any direction .., " one chose to

"...room for change in practicaliy

look as a result of the iack of conformity of the

"under-deveiopedareas of the wrld," or, within the context of the purpose of

the authors' shidy, the communities of the Native people in the northern
regions of the province,

5.3

The Northern Flood Aereement

The Northern Flood Agreement ( M A ) was signed in December 1977 by

members of the Northern FIood Comxnittee (NFC), a group of five chiefs who

were the elected representatives of the Native seserve comniunities of Norway
House, Cross Lake, Split Lake, York ïanding, and Neison House. At the tirne,
these five comrnunities, made up of approximately 9,000people, were identified

as most adverseiy affectecl by the ProjectS5 The NFA was comprised of twentyfive articles and several appendices or scheciules, d e a h g with issues such as
wildlife resource poiicy and policy matters reiatiag to the authority of the

arbitrator to expedite implementati~n?~It was stated that its primary objective
was to secure a fair, appropriate, and just treatment for the people of these

northern communities?

Even a superficial look at the document in terms of its wording and the
choice of phrases used throughout News one to recognize not ody the power

imbaiance which existed between the Native people and the officiais but also
the potential for conflict inherent in the structure of its content. The fact of

Native representatives' plaâng th& signatures on the document was
probably more indicative of the distress and duress with which they sought to
aileviate the negative effets they were beginning to experience in a real way

from the physical impacts on the land and waterways as the Project proceeded,
rather than of a iack of understanding or awareness of its fktws.

Lt would

seem that a sense of urgency, appearing as a theme common with some of the
Treaty signings of the pst, compeiied the Native people to agree to settie for
less than ideai terms.

In the opening preamble, and throughout the entirety of the document,
tenninology such as "justifiable use," "pnidentlyto use," "proper cause,"

"reasonable effort," "to the exteat practicai.," occurs fairly freq~ently?~
What
Manitoba Hydro w u l d regard as a u r e a s o ~ b l e "
effort or "proper cause," for
example, may have been quite the opposite in the eyes of those being

inundateci, or vice versa, depending on the subject matter under discussion.
An illustration of this la& of operationaiiy defined terminology is to be found

in Article 18, Section 5 in which it is stated that it is in the public interest to
employ to the amaximum possible extent" tüe residents of the aFfected reserves

throughout the Project development Furtbermore, Section 2 of Article 23
places the onus on Hy&o to prove that the Project did not "cause or contribute
to an adverse effect-" A precise anci detailed description of the meaning of the

term "adverse" was necessary since the social context in which such an

evaluation is made decides its interpretation? With no definitions provided to
specify th& prease meaning, these kinds of wrds, subjective in uature, are

open to a wide range of interpretations and become a potentiai source of
difficulty between the Bands and the other NFA participants,

In addition, there are other word choices whidi are indined to give a
particular impression. Whiie, for exampie, Sections 3.12.1 and 4-I botfi begin
with the phrase "Manitoba agrees to," there are other similar examples of this

particdar wording which appear throughout the document, Nowhere,
however, is it dedared that the Bands "agree" to do anything. Instead, they

ushall" facilitate, "shaiin advise, and so on,61The différence between the two is
that describing Manitoba as "agreeing" to fid3.i certain cornmitmenes has a

tendency of Ieaving the impression that there is a magnanimity on the part of
the province in agreeing to meet these obligations. On the other han4

expressing the responsibilities of the Bands as a directive does not provide a
simiiar positive sense. Rather, it tends to imply that either the Bands require

coercion to fulfii their part of the agreement (because they wouid not do so
otherwise) or they la& the power to choose fkeely to meet th& obligations.
As well, there are places where

sentences are constructeci in such a way

as to give a particuiar impression or to mute a meaning. Section 3.10, For

instance, states that
Canada and the Bands shall not devdop, improve or
construct any temporary or permanent structure on
the easement land other than those which the Band
Council deerns necessary for the soda1 and economic
welI-being of the Band.

An alternative to that stnicturhg is as follows:

Caoada and the Bands shaU (be free to) deveiop,
improve, and constnict ternporary or permanent
structures on the easement land which the Band
Counciï deems necessary for the social and economic
well-king of the Band.

However, while the sentence has ùmply been dianged from a negative to a
positive assertion,the meaning and thrust have been completeiy altered. Oniy
when the two are juxtapositioned does it become evident that the first version
obscures the right that is king conferred on the Native people to take the
initiative in making the modifications they see as necessary.

Another sentence in the same section ihstrates the same principle, I t
states that "Hydro shall not be liable for damage to any structure or
improvement unless such damage occurs as a result of inundation caused by

the negligence of Hydro " as opposed to "Hydro shall be liable for damage to
aay structure or improvement as a result of inundation caused by the

negligence of Hydro." Constructing the sentence in this manner tends to have
the effect of diminishing the full extent of Hydro's responsibilities in making
restitution for the negative e f k t s of the Project.

The general iack of bargaining power among the Native people also

becomes evident in other areas of the agreement. Section 16.4 states that

Caaada and Manitoba undertake to consider and
implement any recommendation they jointly or
severaiiy deern to be practical by any means,
includlng the use of the existing Northlands
Agreement and/or funrre like agreements intended
to conaibute to the viability of a community.
According to this section, whether a particular recommendation was

implemented depended on how the two levels of government evaluated it. For
instance, if a recommendation did not appear to be practicai to them,even if it

was desirable for the Bands, the govemments would not be obiigated to pursue
it further.

The subject of the environment was (and continues to be) of major

importance to the Native people, and Article 17 of the M A dealt with this issue,
I t stated that Hydro and the federal and provincial govemments would identib

which recommendations made by the Lake W i p e g , Churchifi and Nelson
Rivers Study Board (LWCNRSB) would be implemented and that they wuid

d

e annual reports for the Bands. in these reports, the three parties would

also indicate which recommendations they rejected as well as the reasons for
theh choices, th& condusions, and the dates they projected for carryuig out
the recommendations they chose to implement." While Section 17.4 States that

the Band Couficils would be uinf~med"
about the agreements made between

the two governments, it does not appear to indude them in the decision
making process. Again, the Native people wouid fmd themselves in the
historical position of being informed after the fact and of having something
done to or for them rather than allowing them a more participatory role.

The arbitration rnechanism established by the NFA in Article 24, deals
with the presentation of evidence; the use of advice from professionals,
experts, and consultants; the right to cross-examine; legal fees; authorized

representatives documentary evidence; mies of conduct: and admissibility of

evidence. It is therefore not surprising that the arbitration process wodd
quickly become fraught with legaüties and other dmcuities such as delays

and bacidogs which are characteristic of the court system? Nor couid it have
been regarded as particularly rernarkable that the implementation of other

terms of the NFA would prove to be costly, not only in monetary terrns, but also
in terms of tirne.

Ia the area of Land selection, it was necessary that the NFC commission

a land use study in 1982,five yean after the actual signing of the Agreement,
to heip the Bands iden-

which sections of land had the greatest potentiai for

development, a study which was h d e d o d y in part by the federai Department

of indian AfEair~.~
With regard to land use, specified in the fourth section of
the Agreement, the Bands would be required to arrange for a sufficiently

appropriate method or system for m o n i t o ~ ghow individual residents utiiized
their permitted allotments of land The results of this supervision would then

need to be presented to the province and approved as "prudent," according to
some unspecified set of criteria, as long as the land was in use. This would of

necessity require that the user of the Land be aware of these conditions.
lmplementing the NFA wodd maice it necessary to carry out certain
activities in precïsely defined ways. According to section three relating to

Land exchanges, the Band c o u n d wmid need to identify accurately the land it

deemed acceptable in place of affecteci areas. This would put the commuriity in
a position of having to deveiop accurateiy formulateci ideas about th&

and future ne&
selected

current

and about the details of various aspects of the land being

in terms of its capacity to fiu those needs. It is Likely that, given their

traditionai orientation toward nature in generai, the requirement of

perceiMng land in quantifiable and commodified terms would present a
dificult challenge for the Native people, mat kind of exercise k i n g for them

a foreign concept.
Administrative work would be required in aimost ali areas of

irnplementation of the NFA. For example, the efforts to presewe cultwaily
signif~cantobjects would require that the objects be identüîed and catalogued

in some way. A List of maps indicating the areas unsafe for travei during the
different seasons, insurance policies for the community residents, the work

and training opportunities arising from the Project, expenses for various

activities such as daims. as weU as programs designed to encourage seif

suffiaency and cornmuaity viability would need to be deveioped and kept
updated Many of these types of operations and activities would be costly and

would not provide employment for the Native people.

As

a result of these

shortcomings making it possible to render the NFA of Little effect from the
point of view of those afkcted adverseiy by the Project, that there wouid be

those beginnuig to wonder who the real beneficiaries of the NFA were, the

Band members or the iawyers, consultants, and administrators, is therefore not
particularly surprising.CF
A final look at the NFA is directed at the part of the agreement rcferred

to as Schedule D, the registered trapue program signed by the NFC and Hydro.

The passage identifiable as a potential problematic States that
A m;ilcimum of $2,000 per trapihe has been
estabiished to cover these incidental expenses. This
type of assistance would be on the bais of proven
need and would not automaticaiiy be available for
every affected trapline.

Once again, the wording suggests wide possibilines for interpretation. What a
claimant regarded to be an adequately proven need may not have ken seen by

Hydro officiais in a similar light. The question which cornes to mind is how

rigorously a case would need to be pmven before k i n g accepted for assistance
since, in this instance, the b u r d e ~of proof was placed on the claimant, that is,
the Native trapper.

These, then, are some of the more immediately obvious examples of why
irnplementation of the WFA soon became characterized by disagreement and

remaineci in a state of virtual patalysis for severai years. in making an
overall assessrnent of the document, it may be said that ambiguity arising from

the use of vague terminology in deheating obligations ailowed the parties
against whom daims were laid to exercise delay strategies and avoid the spirit

of the agreement, " as interpretive discrepancies became the nom. in
addiaon, the agreed upon arbitration mechanism put in phce by the NFA was

not adequate in dariQing the responsibilities, and specificaiiy deiineated
tirneframes within which these obligations needed to be fulfilled were often
omitted, Fin=illy, the historiai patemaiistic attitude of officiais toward

the

Native people was in evidence thmughout. Native people affected by the

Project began to express doubts regxding the utiiity of the NFA to protect

adequately their interests and to wonder aioud whether it was effectwted as a
"carte blanche" for Hydro to pursue deveiopment without conceni for the
Native people's rights."'

Perhaps it was the extent to whidi off~cialsavoided th& obligations as
identified by the M A or vioiated its terms that most effectively indicated a k k

of regard for the interests of Native people. For example, Arade 175 of the
agreement was not W y attendeci to by either Manitoba, Hydro, or Canada unal
1986 when the federal Departments of the Environment ( M E )and Fieries

and Oceans (DFO)began the Federal Ecologicai Monitoring Program (FEMP) in
order to provide the necessary infoxmation required to identify the soaoeconornic impacts of the Project and indicate appropriate remedies,
compensation, and mitigationG8As stated by the author of that particular
report, the monitoring of the dianges in the water regime is considered to be
especially crucial because it is these types of modifications in which aii
subsequent ecological changes are groundedG9and from which arise socio-

economic consequences for those who practice subsistence harvesting.
Hence, it became evident that the NFA would have been more appropriateiy
regarded as a framework agreernent70

The question then remains why the Native people agreed to sign the
As aiiuded to earlier, having seen the negative effects of the Project already

NFA,

being felt by the residents of the South Indian Lake community, members of
the five reserves represented by the NFC hoped to avoid some of those

di=culties by negotiating what they felt to be the best agreement under the

cir~umstances.~~
However, because the Project was aiready under way, the
time factor was critical in efforts to minimize both the biophysical impacts and
the subsequent &O-economic effects. Given this time constraint, it muid

appear that the sense of urgency to "do something" led the Native people to
accept the agreement in spite of its nuaierous ünpdixtions, M

e not

s i g a g such an agreement may have appeared to indicate that they tw wouid

M e r a similar fate as the community of South ?ndian Lake, Sgning it may

have seemed the Iesser of two evils,
Another question, however, comes to mind at this point: why did the
Native people appear to stand aione during this difficuit time,when the terms

of the agreement stated that the government of Canada, as represented by the
Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, signed the agreement
in its capacity of protector of the Native people and th& s p e d inter est^?^'

The m e r , in overview,is: Canada signed the NFA with Manitoba to
Legitimize Hydro's use of reserve lands.73 I t has already k e n noted that Canada
was iargely negligent in carrying out its responsibility to the Native people.

Not o d y does a chronology of the various events leading up to and foiiowing
the signing of the NFA show this to have been the case, how the events were

sequenced indicates a mindset in which the health and well-king of the
Native people continued to be given less th;ln serious priority, That DIAND

faüed to protect the interesu of the Native people because it failed to do so in a
timely fashion is implied by the following chronology of events.

5.4

A Selective Chronoionv of Events

It is instructive to Iook at a 24-page Manitoba Hydro publication in

which some of the "signiEicant events" in the crown corporation's history are
recordeci?

While it is helpful in Listing the events. its usefdness aiso ües in

its omissions- According to this source, it was as early as the first decade of the

current century, that d i ~ ~ i ~ ~were
~ i oconducted
ns
about the power generating
potential of the Churchili River system of the nortb, In fact, it was in 1913

that the federal Department of Mines fited a report based on a completed set of

geological s w e y s of the ChufchiLi and Nekon rivers basin to explore the
potentiai for power deveiopment in this region. Thea in 1920,the federal

Department of the interior exptessed an interest in the prospect of deveioping

the Churchilt and Nelson river systems, although it was not until 1940 that the
Manitoba Water Resource Braach carrieci out surveys of the area with this

intent in mind, Twenty-four years thereafter, in 1963,the Nelson River
ProgrAmming Board ( W B ) was aeated for the purpose of discussing possible

procedures for deveioping the river systems, even though the Kelsey
generating station had akeady begun operation in 1960. Among the

reco~nmendationsof the NRPB was that the Nelson River dwelopment include
diversion of the Churchill River and regdation of the outfiow of Lake
Winnipeg. 75

The authors of this pubLication go on to state that these investigations
by the NRPB were the basis of an agreement between the federal and Manitoba
govemments to assume jointly a study which would Iead to another mutually

fuaded research project for a total cost of approximateïy $4.3
Meanwhile, Hydro obtained the consent of both the federal and provincial
govemmeots to commission the consultant ûrm G.

E. Crïppen & Associates to

conduct a study of the economic feasibiiity of developing the Lower NeLson
River- It was their forecast that developrnent of the river systems, including

the diversion of the Churcnill River and the regdation of ïake Winnipeg.
wouid produce at least 6,000megawatts of generating capautytYz

Based on the NRPB's report begun in 1963, the two levels of govemment

signed a formal agreement 15 February 1966 to assume the ta& of developing
the Nelson River power potenth&with the f e d d govemment financing the

devdopment and installation of DC transmission facilities by the Atomic
Energy Commission of Canada Limited (to be repaid Later). The construction of

Kettle gerierating station at Kettle R a p i d s was subsequently begun by Hydro.
During the next four years, various activities are said to have transpued, such
as the completion of a 230,000-volt iine to supply power to a mining operation,

an inaease in hydro rates to raise $3.3 million in revenue. and
commencement of services at the Kettle plant." The description of the decade

of the 1970s is replete with information about an interconnection with US.
utilities, the commencement of the Lake W'tnnipeg reguiation, the compIetion

of a Manitoba-Saskatchewan power intercomection, plans for
decmtfalization artd rate equaiization, agreements reached with US. power

companies, the 1977 ice storm of south-centraiManitoba, the officiai opening
of the Long Spruce generating station by Premier Lyon, and so 0x1.~~
What is surprising about this version of events, given the immensity of

publicity regardiag the flooding and, particularly, the signing of the NFA, is

that there is no mention of the impacts and effects of the Project on the
environment and the Native communities. SimilarIy, there are no references
to the fact that

in 1968,when Manitoba Hy&o made application for a license to

proceed with the Churchïii River diversion, opposition against the proposed
high Level flooding of Southern indian Lake resulted in a rejection of the

appücati~n.~~
This omission is particularly noteworthy in light of the fact that
it relates to a particular perïod of time when the general public, as a result of

an open Letter wrïtten to the provincial Mines and Nat&

Resources minister

by a team of University of Manitoba professors, began to comprehend the

magnitude of the damage in terms of the environment and Native communities
such a project wouid entail.81 The public's discovery of Hydro and Manitoba's

plans for development and the failme on the part of Hydro to obtain approval
to proceed with these plans may be regarded as signifiant events but are not

included in Hydro's version of its own history. Furthermore, there is complete

silence regarding the actuai flooding of the approximately 528,000 acres of

Land,of which 11,861 acres were the reserve lands of the five communities
later represeuted by the Northern Flood Committee. There is ais0 complete
silence on the changes in the water leveis of many lakes, rivers, and streams

which affected the Native people's capabüity to use these k d s of regions for
fishlng, hunting, trapping, and reaeational activities, as a result of the

Projects2

In view of the fact that this is reférred to as a summary of significant
events in Hydro's history, it is noteworthy that there are no allusions
whatsoever to the formation of the WC, the Lake Winnipeg, Churchiii and

Wson Rivers Study Board (LWCNRSB) and the study, examined above, it was
commissioned to undectake, or the sigrring of the NFA in 1977. The o d y
exception in this failure to mention the Native people in any context is where
it is noted that the various coxnmunities received hydro eiectric services under
the electrifkation programS3 and the only exception to the failure to cite

aegative impacts and e&cts is a 1977 photograph of former Hydro

chairperson Len Bateman with then chi& Nelson Linklater of the Nelson

House reserve which depicts the sniluig Bateman a f f i g his signature on a

document agreeing to mitigatory work in the form of iand ~ i e a r i n g . ~ ~
Why is it informative, within the context of Native people-govemxnent
relations, to examine such a publication? While Manitoba Hydro is a crown

corporation rather than a department, it is nevertheiess the product and
responsibility of govemxnent and is regarded as a charinel through which
poiicy directives are trammitted, the chair of a aown and the members of its

board k i n g appointees of government and largeiy within the ability of
ministers to control.'" As such, therefore, .a crown corporation may be said to
be generaiiy reflective of government position on matters and issues
requiring policy decisions?

The assumption is then made that as Hy&o

worked in concert with both levels of govemment throughout the various

phases of the Project's developrnent, an approach which is characterized by a
la& of acknowiedgment that a whole set of issues had arisen h m the flooding

and de-watering, environmental damage, settlement of daims, and so on is
rdective of the attitude of offiaals. That difficuit issues relating to the rights
of the Native people would be treated as invisible or non-existent Uustrates
why relations between Native people and offiaals have continueci to be
pro blematic.
A more comprehensive, therefore more accurate, chronology of events

reiating to the Project shows chat the sense of urgency on the part of officiais

of bot&Hydro and govemment to adhere to a schedule of production based on a
geometric increase of needs projected sweral decades iato the future resulted
in the decision to proceed without the benefit of proper environmental impact

studies." This listing of events also illustrates the extent to which Hydro and
both the federal and provincial governments delayed Implernenting the terms

of the NFA dealùig with th&

obligations to the Native people.

A three-penon committee produced the report on which the decision to

proceed with the Project was made, in spite of the fact that Eiydro's

chairperson seferreci to the report as tacking the input of subscancial and

extensive new data? The conmittee members stated that they suspected a
"distressing"deficiency in information in terms of the wildlife to be affected

and that,because most of the kind of information they required for a complete

environmental impact study was iuiilvailable for th&

nece-

consideration, it was

for them to reiy on substitute sources for, hopefuly, h e r data8'

In addition, they bad been instructed by Hydro to investigate only a iïrnited,
although very precise, portion of the entire problem FinaUy, the authors, in
listing those with whom they consuiteci in order to conduct their investigation,
w e d environmentai groups, mernbers of Kycko's staff, LWCNRSB members

and its director, experts of meries, forestry, and wildlife, as w d i as others

kom the provincial pianning and priorities sector. No members of the Native
communities directly affecteci by the Project appear to have been inciuded on

this listing,
The time betwieen 1971 and 1974 may be characterized as a period of
intensive information gathering. in 1974, in response to govemmat's
authorization to identifjr the "potemial s o c h i and economic impacts of

hydroeiecrric power projects on remote northem Manitoba commwities, and
to recomrnend mitigation and development measures," the LWCNRSB produced

a series of reports which included those h d s of considerations which are

SOUO-economic
and psychological in nature?

However, the Lake Winnipeg

Regdation phase of the Project had already begun four years previously, in

1970,with the dredging of channels to augment the outflow capacity of Lake
Winnipeg and the construction of the Jenpeg control structure and the Long
Spruce and Kettle Rapids generating st a t i o ~ sl . ~

To continue, in 1977, the Joint Implementation Agreement Working

Group (JIAWG) undertook the eKpense of designing a set of comprehensive,

mdti-discipline monitoring prograrns which, bowever, were never

impiementeci by either Hydro or the two levels of govemment. Although
kticie 17.5 of the NFA specificai.iy c d e d for monitoring of the adverse effects

of the Project according to the recommendations of the LWCMSB, six years
passed before a fdiy coordin=itedprogram was launched This was the study of

mer-

carrieci out by the federai and provincial govemments in

Churdull River Diversion area commenehg in 1983.

the

However, the M C had

aiready füed Claim 18 against Canada, Manitoba. and Hydro in 198 1,four years
after the signing of the NFA, for failing to meet th&

contractual obligations.

As a result of this claim, but five years Later, the Federal Ecofogical Monitoring

Program (FEMP),mentioned previously, was begun.

In 1976 and 1980,agreements were signed and kenses granted by
government officiais for Hydro to export power into the US. and the
construction of a 500,000 voit alternathg w e n t transmission line

comectuig Winaipeg and Mznneapofis was ~ornpleted?~in the meantirne,

however, an arbitrator of the NFA had only just been appointecl in 1980 and
another two years wouid pass More the studies, mentioned prwiously, into

land use and selection for the purpose of assishg the affected Bands in
idencifying locations with the highest development potential would

commence-g4 Little action having taken place toward meeting the obligations
under the NFA and the limitation period for filuig daims nearing its end,
Bands began to file their claims through the arbitration mechanism and the

Manitoba Court of Appeal. The need for implementation agreements to enforce
NFA-directeci action and combat the inertia hacripering the pmcess was

becoming increasingly clear to the NFC, particularly in Light of the NFA five
year selection period which began with the date of the agreement.

Severai key issues including those reiating to commercial f ~ h i n gwere

resolved in the years f i e r 1982 , land use studies for the five affecteci reserves

wer-e completed, compensatory Iaad was selected, the commuaity planning
system became coordinat&, a Manitobdcanada agreement to monitor mercury
ieveis and trace mer-

movement in the ecosystem was signed, and in 1984,

DIAND investigated the potable water delivery in each of the five reserve~.~~

in the next four years, there were 0th- instances in which Hydro and the two
levels of government began more seriously to address the M A issues due to
nilings by the arbitrator and the Court of Appeal.

Duruig this period of the, Canada, compelled to begin meeting its

spe&c responsibilities, aanounced a five year progra.cn designed to fund the

Bands for water and sanitation systems, provide support for the enhancement
of socio-economic and environmental monitoring, and make contribution for
the financial needs of the NFC administratiori. Ia addition, the federai
government entered into an agreement, the CanaddManitoba Limestone

Project Employment and Training Agreement, with the province of Manitoba
to aiiow the Native people greater w r k opporrunities according to Article 18.5
of the NFA and,in 1987, t a years after the NFA, DIAND signed an agreement in
prinaple with the Bands pursuant to requirements of Article 6 that Canada

ensure the ucontinuous availability of a potable water supply on each of the

resemes."96
O n the whole, however, the fust decade after the NFA was signed, the

rate of implementation of the agreement terms proved unsatisfactory for aii
signatones,'? but particularly for the members of the flooded communities for
whom, it may be assumeci, each delay meant hardships extended over longer

periods of time. With disagreements over benefi&, interpretations, and
expectations, the four parties appointeci negotiators to advance the

implementation of claims and obligations s t ï i i outstanding, and global talks
began in 1989, which resulted in the tablüig of the Prowsed Basis of

Settlement (PBS) in 1990 and its initiai rejection by a i i of the Bands except that

of Split

From this point on, the Native people were no longer united.

It was believed by some i
n the Native cornmuaity that the government

was seekUig ways in which to utüite a "divide and conquer" strategy to gain
greater advantage in the negotiation pro ces^.^^ Considering the ease w i t h
which interna1 political mcdties
within

may arise to threaten harmony, especialiy

a group such as the NFC, which needed to rely on outside experts,

professïonals, and specialists for advice, it cannot be regarded as particulariy
surprishg that a united front arnong the Native people wouid not last. The NFC

Bands thereupon decided to negotiate settlernents on an individual basis.
On the other band, had there k e n a positive relationship based on t m s t

between federai government offiaals and those on whose behaif they were
aLiegedly acting, and had govemment acted expedioously to fulfill its NFA
obligations to the-

the Native people would not have found it necessary to

def&ndtheir interests against the federal governmentt It would not have k e n

necessary for the NFC to divert?often with questionable results, miliions of
dollars to cover consultant fees. ïnstead, the NFC would have had this money
put to the use intended by the agreement, that is, to help aiieviate the

catastrophic effects of the Project. The NFC may have also avoided much of the

acrimony which arose as it came under increasing criticism kom the Native

community for aüegedly having aliowed itself to be manipulated by officiais of
both the governments and H ~ d r o , and
* ~ as cornmittee members' disagreements

on strategy resulted in the expulsion of the Split Iake Band from the NFC.'O1

In the meantime, Hydro was able to move forward in expanding its
power producing capabilities and potential during the decade of the 1980s. For

example, in 1980, a 500 kV line from Winaipeg to Minneapolis came into
operation, several other iines connecting various centres throughout the

province were put into service, and different experimental projects designed
to improve techniques were undertaken.lo2 Hydro officials now tied to its

commitments relating to the deveiopment and delivery of hydro eiectric power

and cruciai phases of the Projet in operation, it is likeiy that delays,
obstructions, and postponements in hiifiiiing th&

Legal obligations to the

Native people appeared, fkom their perspective. more and more advantageous.
While this brief description of events relating to the Project by no
meaas purports to indude ail evens which transpireci, those included are
representative of the types of action carrieci out, and of the tirnefiames in
wbich they took place. This recounting is able to provide some indication of

where offiaals placed th& priorïties and which issues were allowed to drag
on unresolved. It appears that there was no shortage of will on the part of
either political officiais or those of Hydro to effectuate the development of a

massive hydro-elecûïc power project in northem Manitoba where up to
10,000 Native people resided. in fact, some phases of the Project went into

service ahead of ~chedule.~*~
In contfast to this pace, however, was the series

of delays which characterized how the legal obligations incurred under the

NFA were carrieci out. It was not until w d l into the decade of the 1980~~
several
years after the NFA was signed, that serious action in this direction began to
take place, after the benefits of using the arbitration process as a stall tactic
had apparently been exhausted.

The question to be answered is why government and Hydro officials did
not experience schedule deiays in living up to th& commitments reiating to
Project construction relative to their obligations to the Native comunities in
regards to compensation, mitigation, and relocation, which appeared fraught

with obstacles. F u L T i g the former set of obligations promised to reap

economic benefi= to Hydro in the form of revenues from domestic and foreign
energy consumption and to the province in the form of taxes from rate

subscribers. However, the latter obligations enrailed millions of dollars of
expenses for not oniy both leveis of govemment, but also for Hydro for the

provision of a wide range of goods and services to the affected Bands, from
environmental studies and community deveioprnent plans to the use of a fixed
wing airaaft to aiiow trappers to "assess new trapiines from the

To say

thac economic gains having priority over legal obligations to the Native
people has characterized how officiais dealt with Native people throughout the
various phases of the Project's construction is to point out chat the historical
pattern of Native people-govemment offiaal reiationships changed very Little

over the past severai hundred years.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

6.1

Summarv

This paper has identified and examined several factors which

influenced the interactions and helped give shape to rdationships between

Native people and govenunent officiais- How relations would transpire
between the British Europeans and the Native people, that is, tüe indigenous
people, of British North America, was a function of historical events which
took place in Britain as nationaïkm arose and mercantilism emerged and
developed throughout the period of time from the sixteenth to the eighteen

centuries. Having forrnulated a national economic policy, Britain began to

involve itself in the cornpetition with other countries of Europe to gain
international dominance. This rivairy led to imperialist expansion whereby

colonialism,rising from mercantilimi, provided the impetus for the takeover
and occupation of North America, where much of British rule of law, which
clearly favored the most powerful in soaety, became established by the

Hudson's Bay Company. Edward Wakefield, for example, pushed his theories
about accelerating the settlement of the North American colonies with the
nation's poor. Wakefield's approach, indicated by his idea that the temtories
were unoccupied and tùerefore codd be put to any use the state saw fit,

characterized the treatment of Native people as they became increasingly

dispossessed of th& lands. Underlying the pusb for colonization were the
economic forces of profit from resource extraction and land speculation.
The removal of naturai resources was the initial economic motivation
behind Britain's interest in British North America and one of the fwst to be

identifieci was that of fur. The Hudson's Bay Company became Uicorporated as
the legal entity with which B r i t a i n effectuateci the takuig of fur from North

America and aiiowed for the activation of a Long and profitable rnonopoly in
the fur trade. A key ingredient in the successful operation of the fur trade,

however, was the physical labor of the Native people as the primary fur
harvesting mechanism.
Unlike the British system in which laws were written in documents to

provide the b a i s of soaety,concepts were ordy hansrnitteci and c d e d
The fact that order
w i t h h each individuai comprishg the Native comm~nity.~

did exist in Native society k i n g invisible to the British, the Company sefved
another purpose, for the British Colonial Office, by ensuring that the British
system of Law and order would be applied throughout the territories of its vast

jurisdicti~n.~The Native people, once the Company was granted its powers to
govern, were t h u s automatically capturd into Britain's web of domination,
with neither consultation nor informed consent having been elicited from
them. Nevertbeiess, the forces of colonialism and economic factors alone did

not prescribe how interaction between the two groups of people took the
shape it did. Other key ingredients, British belief systems, for example, were
required.

From early on, the British had subscribed to beiiefs about themseives as
the people destined to establish th&

hegemony on a global basis. Reinforcing

these ideas were reiigious convictions based on the notion that it was their

divinely instituted mission actively to convert others to Christianity, in order

to Save the souls of not only the Native people, whom they regarded as pagans,
that is, the devil's people, but also their own. In the eyes of the British

missionaries, the o d y gooci Native person was the one whom they could
classify converteci. Christian missionaries, acting with the consent of the
British government, thus helped to set the tone for how the Native people,

increasiagly tuming to conversion to Christianity as a means of coping with
the changed economic order, would be treated The Native people were
expected to embrace the ways of the British, spiritually, economicaüy, and

politicaiiy at the same t h e they were being subjected to notions about their
racial inferiority. I t was therefore faulty reasoning in the extreme that the

Native people w o d d freely subsaïbe to a system in which, race having k e n
constructed as a social category? they as a people were regarded and treated as

less than equal,
ALthough Christianity granted humanness to the Native people, it was

racism, said to have had its historical roots in expansionism and coloniaüs~n,~
which may be described as having established a particular approach toward
Native people as a genetic&y lnferior race of human beings. The British
incibation toward the use of ciassifications became evident when Native
people were iabeled as %avagesmand therefore inferior. 'ïhey were part of

the "white man's burden" of estabiishing civüization, that is, land
cornpetition, private property rights, a iabor force, and so o d If not treated
with overt hatred, fear, and aversion, they were regarded as backward or
chiid-like and deait with in a condescending and patronizing manner. With
the advent of social Darwinism, the Native people. who did not place great

value on material accumulation, and were g e n d y not among the weil-off,

were relegated to the "barbarie" end of the evolutionary continuum. There
were prominent leaders in the eugenics movement who believed that a

4purer" race of people could and shodd be engineered to replace those of

inferior blood. Thus, there appeared to be süentific support for British
exploitive treatment of the Native people- The attitude of superiority was

d e s t e d toward Native people, now reduced to a state of great poverty, at
virtuaiiy every point of interaction.
Social scientists have provided ùrsights into the cognitive processes and

structures of phenornena such as radsrn and ethnocenhism and their effects
on the intended victims. The concept of the self-fulfilling prophecy is helpful
in exphinhg why the Native people demonstrated particular behaviors which
were then regarded as evidence of geneticaily derived inferiority. Research

in the field of cross-cultural psychology and intergroup attitudes has also
shown that the (power) imbalance, on which the relationship between

dominant and subordinate groups is based, continues, to some extent, as a
result of self-perpetuating stereotypes,
From the tirne that poliàes Hnere designed to establish a "white settler

colony," Large scale immigration Erom Britain was encourageci as Native

people were continuMy dislocated and relocated without the benefits of either

consent or compensation, At the same t h e , the concept of assimilating Native
people, that is, b ~ g i n gabout th& transformation or disappearance of their
nativeness, was seen as the best way of deaüng with them, in order that, over

time, they would blend into the larger community. Duncan Campbell Scott's
tenure at the department of Indian AffaUs during the first years of the

twentieth century, entrenad this poiicy approach of bringing about a

forced assimilation.

The Hydro project of northern Manitoba is indicative of how economic
forces were able to push aside concerns for the consequences on Native
communities and the environment To Say that the Native people agreed to the

terms of the Northern Flood Agreement is to recognize the pressure under
which they were compeiied to

th&

signatures to the document when

even the choice of worduig within the tw is reûective of the relatively

p o w e r l w position from *ch

the Native people negotiated. Not only did some

phrases tend to present the two Leveh of govemment and Hydro as charitable

and even altnùstic, 0th-

were vague and open to wide hterpretation. Stül

other sections failed to mention specific time kames, an important
consideration since the construction had aiready begun and communities and
vast areas being inundated,

The arbitration mechanism, structured by

the

agreement to tesemble a court of Law, left the door open for Hydro and

government officiais to create long deiays and other forms of staii tactics

which began to make the settüng of daims an experwive proposition.
The order in which events transpired and the events themselves
provide evidence of how g o v m e n t offiaais priori-

the issues

surrounding the hydro-eLectric project Agreements between govemment

officiais were signed and iicenses to proceed with construction granted before
comprehensive ecological and soüo-economic impact studies were iaitiated
and completed. The fact of neither the £ i o d i n g of the community of South

Indian Lake nor, after the NFA came into effet, the lack of resolution of
damage ciaims deterred Hydro from adhering to its production scheduie.

Concornitantly, although govemment was legally responsible for funding in-

depth studies, government officiais managed to avoid that obiïgation for
several years. That this kind of priontizing by govemment gave aedence to
the notion that the affairs of Native people were a concem in the context of

economic development rather than of obligations derived h m land and treaty

arrangements serveci as a reminder that officiais historically have been
coacerned primarily, if not exclusively, fur economic maeters and poiiticai

legitimacy. Therefore, it could be expected that Native people's m s t in the

federai governent to protect, indeed to correctiy define, their interests wouid
not be particularly in evidence and that the relations between the two groups

had not progresseci in a positive direction.

The factors dealt with in this paper have Muded colonialism, economic
activities, beüef systems, social psychological phenornena, as weJi as their
ef5ecu on the Native people.
otherwise, the way

That these variables have influenced, directly or

in which Native people and the British, and therefore,

govemment offiaals, have interacted with each other has been demonstrateci

by examining how these factors affecteci the Native people, within the context
of their perspective and, therefore, why these relatioaships, in general, have
not been constructive. The social psydiologicd perspective has been able to

show that these forces were in fact change agents with which Native people, it
would appear from rheir point of view,' were provided with neither suffiüent

tirne nor suffiicentiy convincing reason to desire fkeely to comply?
With regards to the 1984 publication by Manitoba Hydro, it was

produceci, according to a representative of that crown corporation, to provide

information to the generai public about the process of how elecaical power
was developed in Manitoba? It is possible to view the not insignifkant
omission of adverse effects resulting fiom the Project throughout the decade

of the 1970s as having b e n a la& of acknowledgment of this negative side of
the hydrdecnic development story. At any rate, it dearly had the effect of

presenting an incomplete accounting of events, and in fact it took as long as a

decade to address this oversight with the pubiication of a revised edition in

which some of the gaps were T i e d with insertions of previously missing

information,
Interestïngly, thïs updated version contains a segment titled

"Protecting the Envuonment* in which there are a number of ailusions to

Hydro's having b e n conscious, aii throughout its history, of the adverse
efkcts of hydroeiectric d w e l ~ p m e n t .The
~ ~ image being constructed and

associated with Hydm is not oniy that of a consciousness of good stewdship

but an active consciousness, codtrnent, and re-commitment denionstrated by
providing assistance to those adversefy affectecl by the Project to adapt

themselves to the changes, ïncorporating assessments and monitoring

systems, reducing and preventing adverse envüonmentai effects where

possible, and so on, However, the nature of Hydro's co~ectionto the issues
which generated negative responses, public awareness, media attention, and
increased pressure to protect the environment is, quite understandabiy,

glossed over. Therefore, in light of the deiays, decisions to proceed with

construction without the benefit of proper studies, and other tactics discussed
earlier, the portrayai by this publication is misrepresentational, The

challenge here is to envision what image of Hydro Native people affecteci
negativdy by the Project, some stili awaiting compensation twenty years after
the fact, would have constructed and to keep in mind the validiw of that kind

of construction to a more accurate depiction of Hydro's history.
Whüe comprehensive impact studies and reports were eveutually

wrïtten, those fkom the earLier years of the Project tended to concentrate on

what were identifieci as greater opportunities for the Native people. Optimistic
forecasts, however, were contingent on the degree to which the Native
communities wuld be able and willing to make the appropriate changes. That
is, the benefits of "megaprojects" in the north would offset their negative

impacts if the Native people were willing to make the transition by
abandonhg th&

traditional but in&rcient and, therefore, ïrrelevant, ways

of doing things, The issue for these studies was not so much if deveiopment
would take place, because that decision had long since been made, as aiiuded to

earlier. Rathert the ch=iI1enge was how best to engineer that transition- From
the perspective of the Native people, it undoubtedly appeared to be another

repetition of the old historical patterns of interaction in which officiais,

lcxated elsewhere, were formulatïng plans and deasions about what Lifestyles

were most saîisfactory and what mechanisms muld best achieve these

Lifes~tesfor tbemY
Aithough the interests of Native people are theoreticaliy protected by

the federal govemrnent, t h i s has not proven heipful for them because it has
been historicaiiy in the best interest of officiais to advance economic

development throughout the country by, for exampie, establishing aown
corporations- The observation, dted above, that the federai govemïnent

signed the Northem Flood Agreement to Iegitimue the exploitation of reserve
Lands appears to be a more accurate assessrnent than to say it signed in order to

protect the interests of the Native people.'z This is pafticularly evident in the

delays with which fulfillment of federal obligations occurred.
h fact, from the outset, the federai govemment was never in the

position of acting on the behalf of the Native people's best interests. However,
this has only very recently been pretiseiy expressed by leaders of the Native

community, in the face of the govenunent's codlict of interest in attempcùig
to address claims against itseLf? As stated by Pross, Native people came to
understand the power of orgeninng politicaily and voicing th&

concerns,

most notably beginning in the latter part of the 1 9 6 0 ~ Since
. ~ ~ that Pime, and
particularly in response to the 1969 federal White Pa~er,Native people have

increasingly developed an interest in becoming better informed about issues

in such ways as acquisition of higher education. The capability is, to a certain
extent, in phce to take on a direct involvement in political self-representation
in the pursuit of treaty entitiements, remlution of Land daims, and other

related issues and concerns.

The most recently entergent cohort of knowledgeable Native people
consists of those who, for example. never experienced the negative effects of
residential schooling, the tao1 with which the govenunent poticy of

assimüation was to have k e n effectuated. Members of this generation are
trained not o d y in th& Legal and historical nghts, but also in how the

"~ystern'~
functions- They are thus better prepared to articulate the interests
of th& people to the non-Native component of Canadian society and to

represent these interests at a time when seEgovemment appears as a
desirable objective for both sides and responsibilities and obligations need,
consequentiy, to be weii defineci- To a greater degree, therefore, these are the

Native people in a position to construct a new kind of reiationship in which
the knowledge about themselves as group, equal but different, and the
information needed to act on their own behaif aliows them to interact without

the fear and misinformation which histoncaUy debiiitated efforts of the
Native people's leadership. Interestingly, there is an elexnent of irony to be

found in the fact that it is with the use of education that Native people have
proven their effectiveness in representing and elaborating on th&

interests.

the instrumentaiity with which govemment offïcials attempted to obliterate

them as a cultural eatity.
At the same t h e , a new policy paradigm has appeared with the

ernergence of the new group of Native leaders. That is. a set of rec-g

ideas

in poiicy advice and actual policies, has become associated with an exchange

in which one culture no longer dominates the 0th- or forces conformity, but
rather in which ic may be said a cross-cuitural phenornenon rakes place.15 if

DIAND officiais, for the most part non-Native and, m e most others in positions
of power, protective of th& domirin, who are respnsible for making policies

and decisions about Native people incseasingly recognize the need for a kind
of relationship which puts Iess emphasis on formalicy and control and more on
the importance of 'justice, adaptation. and wrkable inter-culturalrelation,"it
w i i i be possible to mitigate the historical mistrust of govenunent offiaals by

Native people and avoid a style characterized by activities such as court action,
which is increasingly seen as too costiy to taxpayers.'"
As t h i s study

has attempted to suggest, entering into a more equitable

relationship with Native people w i i i rnake it possible for govemment officiais
to

effectuate an updated pattern of thinking in keeping with a "global world-

view of pluralistic systems of knowledge and Iogi~,"~~
that is, to introduce some

measure of recognition for the vaiidity of other perspectives. It is cenainly

the case that Native people's general perception that goverment offiuials,

whether they are non-Native or not, cannot properly represent th&
relates to a belief in their abiiïty to act effectively on th&

interests

own behalf.

While it may not be the case that there was an historicd conspiracy to
keep Native people marginalized, the historical, cultural, social, and economic

factors combined to create a conspiracy in which inequities in the treatment
of Native people were perpetuated. Bow interaction between Native people and
government offkials will develop as the next millennium approaches will

depend on the extent to M c h these factors continue to prevail. This wül be
contingent on the course of action chosea by the new generation of Native
people and by government officiais.
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Rationaie

1. The term, "Native people" is understood to be interchangeable with those of
uindigenous people." uAboriginal people." and uAmerindians.w Throughout
this paper, "Native" is used as an adjective because, as a noun, it has
frequently been appîied in a derogatory sense,as in "the Natives were
restlessn or "the Natives were (ua)friendly,"etc. "Indian,"however, may be
used when it occurs in a quotation or when rduence is made to the indian
Act.

2. Tbroughout the initial contact period of approximateiy two hundred years
when European goods were king exchanged for fur products in the Canadian
hinterland, it was acceptable by the British that the fur trade monopoly be allowed to flourish, even though there were officiais in Britain who chafed at
the idea that t h i s vast area was not king developed. See Gerald Friesen's
comments in The Canadian Prairies: A Historv (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1984), pages 52-53. Consequently, it is stresseci that the reiationship
between the British and the Native people may be g e n d y associated with
relative stability and cooperation because, there k i n g at that cime a paucity of
viable plans on how such development could be achievd, it was expedient for
the British that the fur trade be continueci. ït was necessary that there be
constructive interaction with the Native people, Generally, while it is the case
that there were instances when relationships bemeen the two groups may be
characterized as positive, the perspective of this paper is that these kinds of
interactions occmed because it was expeditious to the British to be on good
temu with the Native people. Othenvise, the nature of the reiationship
bethe t s m groups was not a pfilnary concern for the British.
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severai examples which cite events elsewhere.
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